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"You cur!" panted Tom, thrusting himself before the abused women. With a snarl Hoggins grabbed
.a club, but Stanley snatched up another. "I'll slam ye down them stairs!" bellowed
the bully. "Brag's a sneak of a dog!" jeered the boy.
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AT THE TOP OF THE HEAP
OR,

DARING TO CALL 1-IIS S.OUL HIS OWN
By ROB ROY
CHAPTER I.
"YOU YOUNG SCOUNDREL !" QUOTH THE BOSS.

"I wonder what ails the boss this morning?" asked one
of the eight boys employed in the counting-room of Dobson & Co.
"Why?" asked Tom Stanley, who had just entered, a bit
late, but flushed and happy-looking.
"He has an awful grouch on. He has sent for three or
four of the fellows and has given them particular fits,"
went on the informant, in a low, hushed voice.
"Nothing n<:>w for him to be grouchy, is it?" asked Tom.
"Hush! Here comes Ralph Disney!"
"Well, I'm not afraid o:f Disney!" clicked Tom, decisively.
"But he carries yarns to the boss about every little
thing," urged another youth.
"Supposing he does?" blurted Tom. "Then why don't
yo11 take him one side and punch him?"
"Huh! we'd get fired," gl'unted one of the boys.
"Rm! Suppose you did get fired?" askec1 Tom, carelessly. "Couldn't any of you get a.nother job somewhere
else?"
"You fellows make me til'ed," grumbled Stanley, in a
voice that was half scorn and half indignation. "Here's
DobRon, the boss. He's a big bully, a grumbler and a faultfinder. He has a trick of snatching your heads off half
a dozen times a day. And you're all scared Of him. You
don't dare call your souls your own!"

Several of the boys looked sheepish at this charge. They
glanced over at the rows of grown-up clerks, who stoocl
behind desks. .
These clerks.were, to a man, as afraid of the grouchy and
tyrannical boss as were the boys themselves.
Dobson was a bully, and a good deal of a scoundrel; they
worked for Dobson, and so they took everything that he did.
They suffered, and grew indignant in secret, but they never
dared to think o:f rebelling.
Dobson was Eben, by first name. He was h_ead of the
great concern that dealt in all kinds o:f marble.
No one knew who the "Company" was, but all supposed
that that "Company" was made up o:f silent pai:tners who
never came near the offices.
The marble yards of the great marble house of Dobson &
Co. were at different points along both the North and the
East Rivers, on the water front of New York City.
But the head offices of the concern were down in Pinc
Street, in the heart of the financial district of the great
metropolis.
Dobson & Co. dic1 such a tremendously large business in
marble of all kinds that their only rivals o:f any importance
in the Eastern States were Brm1der & Sons, whose offices
were over in Wall Street, a little way below the Stock
Exc11ange.
Some thirty clerks and nearly a half-score of boys composed the office force of Dobson & Co.
Old Eben Dobson almost invariably bullyragged thi£
whole office force.
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The only employees he ever treated with anything like
decency were his outside salesmen, who landed his big
outside orders for marble.
'
In the office, Dobson always kept one clerk whose business it was to spy upon the other -.clellks and carry tales
to him.
Among the boys, too, old Dobson always kept his spy.
Just at present that spy was Ralph Disney, who now approached the group of boys in the counting-room corner.
" What are all you fellows loafing here and talking
about?" demanded Ralph, with an air of consequence, as
he came up to the group.
·
"Any particular business of yours, Disney?" asked Tom.
Disney :flushed a bit under the other boy's sharp looks.
But ,he came quickly back at our hero with:
"You're late this mornirig, Tom Stanley." '
"Who made that any of your business?"
"Never you mind," flushed Ralph, darkly.
"But you're making it .some of your business, eh?"
"Well, as an employee here," replied Ralph, "it's some
of my business, in the faithful service of my employer, to
know that things are running right."
,"Indeed?" sneered Tom, while the other ~oys looked on
in eager interest, knowing full well that valiant T'om was
now to be depended upon to act as their champion. "That
'
reminds me of something, Disney."
"\nh
'v a t":" ask ed R a1ph .
"It seems that yesterday I went out ten minutes before
lunch time, and so stayed ten minutes over my time. It
happened, though, that I was looking into something that
I thought would interest the boss greatly."
"What was it?" asked Ralph.
"None of your business, as you're not the boss. But it
looks as if some one had taken the trouble to run to the
boss. Have you any idea who it was, Ralph Disney ?"
Ralph fidgeted and looked uneasy under the eyes of all
the other boys. But he answered:
"I'm not supposed to answer your questions, Tom Stanley."
"But you think I'm supposed to answer yours, eh?"
"That's different."
·
"Why different?" asked Tom, calmly. "ls it because
you're playing the sp'y on us fellows? Is it because you
.run to the boss with every tale you can?"
.1
"I might as well tell you, T'om Stanley," retorted. Ralph,
angrily, "that if you don't change your tune a good deal
you're likely to be through in this office mighty soon."
"How do you know that?"
"Never mind how I know," Ralph returned, swelling
with his own importance.
"Say, by the way, RalpB:" ran on Tom, dropping into a
tone that was anxious and almost friendly, "I'd like to tell
you something. Come out into the corridor, wiH you, for
a moment?"
·
Tom's voice was so soft that Disney never suspected.
Filled with curiosity, the young spy stepped out of the
col~nting-room into the corridor.

T ough none of the other boys followed, they naturally
peeped through the crack of the half-open door.
"Now be brief with what you've got to say, unless it's
very important," requested Ralph Disney, with an imitation
of old Dobson's mildest manner.
Tom wheeled, facing the young sneak with a smile that
promised mischief.
"I wanted to tell you, Ralph, that you've got the reputation, in this office, of being the boss's puppy-dog and dirtywork ba-ba lamb."
"Was that w~at you called me out for?" cried Disney,
angrily.
"Not altogether," smiled Tom. "I don't suppose that
you'll take t~e trouble to deny . that you tattled on me
yesterday."
"I won't deny anything-to you," sneered the other boy.
"So this makes the third time that you've run and
blabbed to the boss about me," Tom continued, with more
of that same smile.
"I've got nothing to say," blustered Ralph.
"But I have!"
"What?"
"Three times is out! That's a rule of the game, Disney.
Now I'm going to give you a lesson in. minding your own
business !"
"What are you getting smart about now?" flurried
Ralph, though his face and a backward step proclaimed
that he was beginning to be alarmed.
"Put up y.o ur hands, Disney-and put 'em up quick!
I'm going to give you the first part of your lesson !"
"If you dare to hit me," faltered Ralph, "you'll be fired!"
"You miserable puppy-dog!"
With that, Tom Stanley hit straight out. His fist landed
under Disney's chin, sending that youth to the floor in a
heap.
"Murder!" wailed th~t youth.
"No ; it isn't going to be as bad as that," Tom ' assured
him, standing ready to send in a few more blows as soon
as Disney should get on his feet.
"You get out of the way and leave me alone!" commantled the sea.red sneak, as he started to get up.
"Not until I've finished your lesson for you!" gritted
Tom.
Swat! Biff ! Stanley drove in a hard blow that landed
on Disney's left ear. Ere Ralph could fall he followed up
with another that smashed in on the sneak's nose, drawing
blood.
Eben Dobson, coming softly, cat~like out of his private
office, saw a group of boys peering through the crack of the
door.
In a twinkling the boss himself had joined the group.
Then, with a muttered oath, he bounded out into the
corridor, grabbing at Tom Stanley's collar.
" .See here," thundered the boss, "what does this mean?"
"He hit me-for nothing!" cried Ralph, now leaping
to his feet readily enough.
·
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But ·Tom, disregarding him wholly, turned upon his. employer.
"Mr. Dobson, will you kindly let go of my collar?"
"Huh!" retorted the boss, shaking our hero.
"When my father was a boy," Tom went on, coolly, "he
once kicked a man good and plenty in the shins for not
letting go of his collar."
"What do you mean, Stanley.?"
"I'm afraid, sir, that trick may run in the blood!"
"Huh!" But Tom's voice was so quietly warning that
Eben Dobson let go .of his collar.
"You young scoundrel !" he roared ..
"You're your own judge of manners, of course, Mr.
Dobson," Tom went on, "but the language you're using to
me is hardly the kind that you should use to a fellow who
brings you news of important business."
·"You? · Important business?"
"I think you'll be very glad to hear what I've got to
say-if I decide to say it," Tom retorted.
"Huh! You're too fresh for this office!"
"Then perhaps I'd better go without saying it," Tom
proposed, independently.
"No, you won't," retorted Eben Dobson, his face suddenly purpling. "At least not until I've said something
to you. I've got a good bit to say to you. Come along!"
The boss turned and strode through the counting-room
to his office.
Tom followed, head high in the air.
Yet he was not fresh, and did not mean to be. But
he could not be treated like a dog by any man.
"Close that door!" said Dobson, gruffly, when Tom had
followed him into the inner office.
Tom closed the door, then faced Dobson, who stood
leaning against the top of his roll-top desk.
His face was black with sudden anger.
"You young puppy," began the boss, harshly~ "where
were you last night?"
"Last night?" repeated Toin. · "Why, a good part of the
evening I was at a church club for young people."
"And after you left there?"
"I went home, after ·a while."
"To whose else home did •you go fi~st ?"
' ,,
Eben Dobson fairly thundered the question.
Tom started. The murder was out at last, then I It
was a secret that Tom had wanted with all his heart to
keep.
"Why, I went down past your home," the boy replied,
slowly, but with dignity.
"Past my home? Yes! And stopped in front of my
door 'for some little time! And who was with you, you
young puppy?"
"Why, sir, your daughter permitted me to escort her
home fro;n the church," Toni. answered, with more respect
in his voice tha.n he had shown in the last few minutes.
"Huh! Yes! Now, who told you you could escort my
daughter home from anywhere?"
"As I remember it, sir, Miss Dorothy told ~e herself.''..
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"Huh l Stop that, you young upstart !"
Tom stood mute.
"It isn't the first time, either; I he~r that you have had
the presumption to walk home with my daughter," Dob•Son went on; harshly.
"It won't be the last, by a long shot," Tom retorted, but
he was wise enough to say it under his breath.
"Hereafter, you young upstart, you will not presume to
see my daughter. Do you understand?"
"Arn I to go blind?" Tom asked, with polite irony.
"You understand me, Stanley! You are not to speak
to my daughter.''
"Oh!"
"You understand me?"
' "Yes.''
"Then you will govern yourself accordingly," went on
the boss.,
Again Tom was silent.
"I suppose," sneered Dobson, "that since you'r<? such a
fresh youngster~ anyway, that you've been forming dreams
. my daught er an d t aki ng a p artne r sh·p
·n my
1
of marrymg
i
firm. Such things sometimes · happen in story books, I
believe, but you can be very sure, Stanley, that such
things won't happen in my family."
"I have never had the slightest idea of earning a partnership here," Tom replied, coolly.
"But you have been easting sheep's eyes at my daughter,
•eh? Stop it I It won't do you a bit of good.,"
"Shall I speak about the other matter now, sir?" Tom
asked, patiently.
"What other matter?" asked the old man, sharply. '
"A matter connected with the business here. I think I
can show you how to make a lot. of money . that you
wouldn't otherwise make."
"So you have got the partnership bee in your young
bonnet?" sneered Eben Dobson.
"No, sir. Do you wish to hear about the matter that
I ·have to propose?"
"I think," sneered the pig-headed man, "that I have
heard all I wish to hear from you this morning."
"Oh, very good, sir. "
Tom turned on his heel as if to leave the room.
"Where are you going?" thundered the old man.
"To leave the room."
"Who tol(l you you could? Come back here!"
P atiently, Tom turned on his heels and again faced his
employer.
\
"I can't stand you around h~re any longer," stormed
Eben Dobson. "I am through with you."
"I'm very glad to hear that, sir," Tom replied, a smile
breaking out on his face.
It
"What do you mean?" demanded the other, savagely.
"I'm very glad that I'w through working for · you."
"Oh, you are, eh? Why?"
"Now that I'm not your employee, Mr. Dobson, I'll tell
you. You're not a gentleman.''
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"Eh? You young beast! What's that? You young
Instead, he stepped swiftly over to his head clerk, whispuppy !"
pering:
"Thank you," smiled Tom.
"Payson, get your hat and follow that boy. Be careful
"For what?"
that he doesn't see you, though. Bring me back a report
"For proving what I said, Mr. Dobson. You see, sir, 0£ what he does."
you've made a lot of money, and you feel that you're at
Eben Dobson slammed back into his off;i.ce.
the fop of the heap. You don't want people around here
Left by himself, with a chance to sober down, he bewho dare to call .t heir souls their own. I do dare to own came savagely thoughtful.
my soul, and everything I've got except the services .that I
"Going to Brander & Son, is he, the young puppy ? H e
sell. You're at the top of the heap-'-yes, ·Mr. Dobson, seems mighty confident. I suppose I was too hasty. I
but you won't always be, if you have the bad luck to live should have let }\i m say what he wanted to say, anyway.
long enough. For the past five yea.rs, 'as I happen to know, J3rander & Son? They've been crowding me mighty hard
your business has been gradually going to the bad. That's lately."
because you treat your people in such a boorish fashion
CHAPTER II.
that you can't get the best people to work for you."
"Get out 0£ here, you puppy !1'
DOING REAL BUSINESS WITH A REAL FIRM.
"I'm going at once. Good-bye!"
As Payson, head clerk and toady to Eben Dobson, hurWith a cool smile, Tom turned and strode toward the- ried down to the sidewalk, Tom Stanley vented a low
door.
chuckle.
"Hold on, there!" crie.d Eben Dobson, bounding after
" ·The late boss is up to his old tricks," smiled the boy ..
For Tom, suspecting some such move as this, had hidden
him. "Where are you going now?· What are you going
to do ?;,
'
himself in a doorway nearby.
'
"As yoii're no longer my boss," Tom replied, halting at
"Poor old Payson!" murmured the1.poy. "He's been
the door, " I don't know that it's anx 0£ your business where working for Dobson so long that he doesn't know how to
I'm going.. But I. don't object to telling you. ~'m going be a man. He can't help it, now. I will help the poor
- over to Brander & Son. I'm going to tell them the news fellow out."
St(lpping boldly from his place of covert, T om bounded
that I had meant to turn in ,to ycrn."
"Stop !"
. up to the head clerk, slapping him on the shoulder.
But Tom had closed the door from the other side.
' "Going my .way, Mr. Payson?" grinned 'the boy.
Dobson stood still for a moment, quivering with rage
"Er-er-er--" stammered P ayson, who · was forty,
ove:r; the conduct of this one boy who dared to call his soul slightly bald and very thin.
his· own.
"Oh, 0£ course, you can't help it," smiled Tom. "It's
Then the boss bounded out into the office.
the boss's way and you can't help it. ·You've given old
H e was just in time to see Tom Stanley, watched by Dobson a mortgage on your soul, and he's foreclosing all
every•eye in the office, take down his hat.
the time. So you've been sent to follow me. I'll save
"Here, put that hat back!" commanded Eben Dobson, in you all that trouble, P ayson . . We'll walk along there, arm.a towering rage.
in-arm."
But Tom, in st~ad, placed the hat on his head.
"Er-er-you're laboring under something of a. mis".You and I agreed, Mr. Dobson," spoke the boy, in his take," rejoined the head clerk.
"Am I ?" asked Tom, innocently. "See here, P ayson, I
cool, clear voice, "that I'd better stop working here."
" Go back to your desk, anyway, and work out your two supposed that you had been sent to see where I went. I£
weeks' notice.'~
·
that's the case, we'll walk together."
"There isn't any notice coming," Tom rejoined. "You
"Nothing of the sort," replied the head clerk.
"No? No use you trying to fool me, P ayson. :lf you
discharged me-told me to get out. That's what I'm
doing. "
say you're not sent to follow me, then I'm going to start
. Tom had ·reached the door to the corridor by this time, down the street on a run, and you'll get winded following,
liiis hand on the knob.
and I'll double around two or three blocks of these tall
\
"I'll bet ten dollars you're back, by afternoon, trying to buildings and lose you."
get your job again," sneered Eben Dobson. '
P ayson looked annoyed and worried.
" I'll take the bet, Mr. Dobson, i£ you'll put up the
"So, if you really do want to follow me," hinted the
money," laughed Tom. "And I'll make another bet that boy, "just walk along with me, for that's the only way you'll
I'll be, within a half an hour, on the pay-roll 0£ Brander ever win out on your job."
& Son. Good day, sir!"
"Stanley," replied the head clerk, stiffly, "I haven't the
The door closed. Eben Dobson wheeled about to see slightest interest in the world in knowing where you are
appreciative grins on the faces 0£ most of his down-trodden going."
employees.
"Then you wont be disappointed, will you?" laughed
But, £or once, the bully did not pay any heed.
Tom.

-
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The office boy jumped up, went into the private office,
' With that he bolted off through the crowd, leaving the
came back and said:
toady of a. head clerk gasping.
"Mr. Ned can see you now."
Tom was quickly satisfied that he.had lost his man. Then
The same pleasant-faced young man looked up as our
he made his way direct to the Wall Street offices of Brander
hero stepped into the softly carpeted private office.
& Son.
~
"Your name is Stanley, eh?"
choked
here?"
different
mighty
"Whew I But ain't it
Brander."
Mr.
Stanley,
"Thomas
handa
in
elevator
the
Tom, inwardly, as, stepping from
f'l hear that you have some information about a chance
some building, he pushed open a door and found himself
place a contract for our goods?"
to
·
in the Brander counting-room.
have, yes. You won't 'mind, Mr. Brander, if I ask
"I
At one of the desks two clerks were laughing. A woman
stenographer, smartly dressed and smiling slightly, was if you're willing to pay for such news if it proves to be of
making her fingers fly over the keys of her machine. On value ?"
"Of course not," smiled the junior partner. "We're
her desk stood a. vase of fresh :flowers.
Every one of the forty people on this office staff ap- ready to pay for anything in our line-always provided
that it has a real value to us."
peared to be pleasantly and happily busy.
"My news," Tom went on, "relates to the erection of
Just then the door of the private office opened and a
some new college buildings. About a million is to be spent
clear-eyed, business-like man of thirty glanced out.
"Mr. Lawson," called this man in the doonyay, "have ·on the buildings, and I figure that at least a quarter of
that amount will go for marble."
you got that report figured out yet?"
"Why, sit down, please," smiled Mr. Ned, blandly.
twenty
about
for
ready
it
have
can't
I
but
sir,
sorry,
"I'm
"That's good news, if true. And, of course, ft must be true
minutes yet."
"Take your time to do it well. Better call me up on· or you wouldn't bring it. But I haven't heard of any new
my desk 'phone when you're ready to show the report to college buildings being planned."
"Of course you haven't," nodded Tom. "If you had,
me."
my information wouldn't be worth anything to you."
"Yes, sir."
"W)rnre is ti1is college~ and who is planning to build it?"
The private office door closed. Its opening had made no
"Mr. Brander, you won't mind my asking what terms I
difference in the doings of any of the clerks.
get, if my information proves valuable to you?"
can
N ot one of t hem 1ooked uneasy or scared.
1
"Not at all," replied the young man, thoughtfully. "Yet
"Folks must really get some show here, I reckon," :flashed
you'll understand, Sta~ley, that it's rather difficult to name
through Tom's mind.
the right price on a pig in poke or on a cat in a bag."
Espying an office boy at a desk, he stepped over there.
"Very difficult, I admit, Mr. Brander. But I have an
"My name is Stanley," began our hero. "Neither of idea. · Suppose I give you this news and you go ahead and
your employers will know the name, but I wish you'd say land some orders. Wouldn't it be a fair idea for me to
that I have some news that I think they'll be glad to get. get a small percentage on the exact amount of business
Will you see if one of the partners can see me, please?"
that you get through the tip?"
"All right," nodded the boy, and went into the private
"Very fair," nodded the junior partner, thoughtfully.
·
office.
"Now let us see. You say that t4e contracts ought to be
worth somewhere around a quarter of a million? Suppose
He was back in a moment.
"Mr. Brander wants to know if you're sure that you we act on your information and land the contracts? The
information ought to be worth something, of course. Yet,
WftJlt to see him?" stated the office boy.
as the information might be, the work of landing
important
a
about
is
business
my
that
please,
"Tell Mr. Brander,
is still more important. Hence, we should
contracts
the
please,
him,
Tell
marble.
cliance to get a big contract for
more to the salesman who got the conmuch
pay
to
expect
tlrnt I happened to get the first information."
to the one who gave us the infonnawould
we
than
tracts
"Mr. Brander will see you inside of ten minutes," retion."
wait?"
you
"Can
returning.
plied the boy,
"That's right, sir," nodded Tom, promptly.
"I can always wait to do business," smiled Stanley.
The junior partner did some figuring, then looked up.
"Which Mr. Brander is going to see me?"
"I should say, Stanley, that a one per cent. commission
"Mr. Ned."
. '
"Oh, the son?"
would be about right for your information."
"Yep."
"It will suit me, sir."
The fact that the boy referred to the junior partner as
"Good! Then go ahead with your information. Do :rou
meaning
a
had
Edward,"
"Mr.
M
than
rather
Ned,"
know anything about our reputation for dealing fairly?"
"Mr.
for Tom.
"It was that knowledge that brought me here, Mr.
lilred
well
was
partner
junior
the
Brander."
It seemed to show that
in his own office, and that he did not object to being liked.
"I wonder you didn't go, first of all, to--" began the
A few minutes later a bell rang.
junior partner; with a trace of a smile.

.
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"To Eben Dobson ?" hinted Tom. "Well, to be honest,
I did."
"Oho !"
I
"I felt rather bound to," Tom went on, as young Brander's brow clouded a trifle. "Yo'u see, sir, up to half an
hour ago, I was in Mr. Dobson's employ.
"And you got your information in his office?"
"I did not. I got the information outside, in a way
not in the least connected with my service with Mr. Dobson.
Yet, as I say, being in his employ, I felt that I ought to
take the news to him."
"And so you did, eh?"
"As it happened, Mr. Brand&, I did not."
"Explain yourself."
"Before I could see Mr. Dobson," Tom went on, " I h&d
occasion to trounce a young tale-bearer in the office-a
fellow who has been spying upon all the boys there. Mr.
Dobson caught me at that rather pleasant task, and he
discharged m~ before I had chance to give him the information."

"Para marble, of a very -fair second grade in quality," the
boy replied, after carefully looking over the specimen.
"And this?"
"Red Venetian."
"And this?"
."Reel Venetian, also, of a somewhat poorer quality."
'"And this?"
Tom took the next specimen in his hand, then looked up,
smiling.
"I don't believe this is any of your own goods, Mr.
Brander. It's a good imitation of marble, but it isn't
marble at all. It is a composition known as marbeline.
It looks all right, at first, but after two or three years,
especially in a damp climate, it begins to er qk."
"·Why, you're rather clever," mused Mr. Ned. "I didn't
know that any of this marbeline had been seen in New .
York yet."
"I don't know anybody that handles it, sir, but I've seen
samples."
"Where?"
"At the building exchange. I can tell you how marbel"Then Dobson knows nothing about this matter- these
ine
is made, if you .wish me to."
college buildings?"
"Go
.ahead."
"No, sir."
Tom
swiftly and accurately described the process of mak"He does not know that you came here?"
ing
artificial
marble.
"I told him that I was going to."
Then
Mr.
Ned
handed him a powerful magnifying glass.
Mr. Ned asked ·a few more questions a.bout the difficulty,
"Explain
what
the glass shows you in some of these
though only such questions as he really needed answers to.
"Why, it seems to me, Stanley:,,that I can properly trade samples."
Tom did so, and to the satisfaction of the junior partner.
with you for the inforn1a.tion. All I wanted was to make
"What
do you know about buying and selling prices?"
sure that I was not encouraging a rival's employee to be"Won't
you try me and see, sir?" Tom asked.
tray my rival."
This examination, too, passed off to the satisfaction of
"I am not Eben Dobson's employee, Mr. Brander, and
both.
I shall be very glad to become your employee. Moreover,
""What have you been doing with Dobson?"
this information is something that Mr. Dobson does not
"Why, I was a little more than office boy."
possess."
"How much did he pay you?"
"Very good, then," replied the junior partner, decisively.
"Seven dollars a week."
""Where is this college, and who is building it?" .
"And now you want to come here and become a high"May I make one more stipulation, Mr. Brander?"
grade salesman?" laughed Mr. Brander.
""What is it?"
"I think I'm qualified to be, sir."
"I want to get ahead in the world, and it seems to me
1
'But, as office boy, how on earth did you ever pick up
that I should h11ve the chance when r~ show myself worth all this knowledge
of marble at Dobson's ?"
it."
"Some of my knowledge and ideas I got there, Mr.
"Certainly. Every one is entitled to go as far· ahead in Brander. But most of it I didn't."
the world as his abilities entitle him to travel."
"Where?"
"Will you give me the first chance to try to iand the
"I gained much by putting in most of my lunch hour at
contract for tpe marble for the college in question?"
the Building Exchange. · Then, when I could, I went
Mr. Ned looked thoughtful.
around among contractors, stone masons and ·the like."
"That is a more important consideration, Stanley. When
"But they never taught you the composition of marble
one goes out to sell, we must feel t~at he is highly qualified. and of its imitations."
A poor salesman not only fails for hiinself, but usuaily
"No, Mr. Brander. But I belong to a church club, and
prevents his employer from sending a better man in his · one of the men who is greatly interested in the success
steps afterward."
'
.
of that club happens to be a chemist. I made him take a
"But T think I know the goods," Tom urged.
good deal of interest in me, and he has taught me, I don't
"Do you?" asked the junior partner, picking up one of know how many things, about marble."
the trade samples of marble that lay on his desk. "What
"You're a bright boy!" cried Mr. Ned, looking at the
kind of marble is this?"
youngster in honest admiration.
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. "Opinions differ, then," sm_iled Tom. "Mr. Dobson told
me I was miles too fresh."
"I guess the trouble is," smiled Mr. Ned, "that Dobson
is too stupid and too pig-headed. Now, see here, Stanley, I
can't :make an out-and-out promise as just wh.a t we can do
with you on the salesman end of this college business. But
we'll do our honest best by you, all according to the ability
that you show in the matter. Will that satisfy you?"
"Yes, sir .. And now for the information. 'rhe place in
question is Burdick College, at Rowena, Ohio. The college
has been running for some years. But a Mr. John Stacey,
of Cincinnati, has decided to give a million-dollar set of
new buildings to Burdick. He is going to control the building work, and that sort of thing, 'so he is the ·man to see
in the matter."
"And where is Stacey now?"
"He was in New York last night, but left on the midnight train for Cincinnati."
"We must close in on him at once," mused Mr. Ned.
"You are going to let me try him :first?"
"Yes, I think so. Come in at two. o'clock and be ready
to talk. it over with father and myself. In'the meantime, let
me have your references, and I'll look them up."
Tom gave two references, one. of them being 'his pastor,
the other the chemist who had taught him so much about
marble.
"Oh, by the way," asked Mr. Ned, as Tom was going,
"you have money enough?"
"I have a few dollars."
"Would you like this on account?" asked the junior partner, holding out a ten-dollar bill.
"I don't need it, thank you."
"All right. We'll see you at two o'clock, then."
Finding that there was a rear entrance to the building,
Tom slipped out that way.
"If Payson is hanging around outside, he won't earn
his money to-day," chuckled the boy.
That afternoon he returned, had a lqng talk with both
of the Branders and received permission to make the :first
try at wealthy John Stacey, multi-millionaire shirtmaker
of Cincinnati.
"It's your chance," smiled Mr. Ned, "to show whether
you're really as smart as you think you are. The boy
· always. thinks he's · ready to become a man at once. This
is your opportunity to show whether you're <fitted to stop
being a boy and become a man."
."I'll make good!" promised Tom Stanley, with tremendous energy.

I·

CHAPTER III.
THE GIRL IN THE CASE.

There was nothing so very wonderful in Tom's having
that information about the rich man who was to provide
Burdick College with new million-dollar buildings.
Stacey, having more money than he could possibly use,
and having no near relatives to leave it to, was spending a
good deal of his wealth in helping others.

While in New York, Mr. Stacey had dropped in at the
same church club of which Tom Stanley was a member.
Tom, approaching the chemist, Dr. Weissman, to speak
to him, found Mr. Stacey at his side.
"Mr. Stacey," laughed the chemist, presenting our hero,
"here is a young man who doesn't need to have any one
build a college for him. He goes right ahead by himself.
He has pumped me dry. on all I know relating to his
branch of business."
Mr. Stacey shook hands with Tom and chatted with him
for a few .moments.
Then the boy withdrew. As he walked slowly away,
however, he overheard Mr. Stacey saying to Dr. Weissman:
"I am glad to be able to say, doctor, that at last I :find
myself able to give that million-dollar gift. to Burdick
College. We shall begin very soon tp put up the new white
marble buildings, and I shall supervise the work and the ·
contracts myself." ·
"Marble, eh?" fl.ashed Tom to. himself. "That's my linf:
of business. This'll be worth looking into.'t
Later in the evening Tom managed to draw out Dr.
Weissman quite a bit regarding the new collegf1 buildings,
1
Then Tom saw Dorothy Dobson to her door.
On the way he felt greatly tempted to tell her the news
of interest to her father that -he had gleaned.
But, for some reason, the boy had not' done so.
Now, nearly twenty-four hours later, our hero was wholly
glad that he had held his peace.
At the meeting with the two partners of the Brander
:firm, Tom had received :final permission to try to sell
Brander marbles to Mr. John Stacey.
More than that, he had received a modest amount of
expense money for his trip to Cincinnati.
"Off on the ro~d at last as a .salesman," the boy kept
murmuring to himself on his ride homeward on the elevated railroad.
Reaching "home," he hurried to the little top-floor room,
which he and his chum, Bob Ellert, occupied together." ·
Bob was employed in a wholesale grocery at six dollars
a week.
With their combined salaries the boys managed to pay
their room rent, buy their food and always present a fairly
good appearance.
In addition, Tom took careful enough charge of his income so that he always had a few dollars left in his pocket.
"I can afford to take Bob out to a good supper tonight," thought Tom, as he bounded up the stairs. , ,
But Bob was not yet in.
"Oh, well, I'll wait a little while," thought Tom, who
was flushed from his fast speed down the street through
the keen fall air.
He lighted the gas and sat down to read the evening
paper.
He read it through, but still Bob did not put in an appearance.
"Bob's working overtime to-night, I guess," he mused.
"At all events, where Bob works they pay extra for over-
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time. But it's seven o'clock now and I've simply got to
eat that supper if I want to attend to that other matter."
"That other matter" was neither more nor less than seeing Miss Dorothy before he started West.
He knew that she was due to return to her home, over on
Fifth Avenue, a little after nine in the evening.
She would ride in her carriage this evening, and undoubtedly alone, as Eben D'obson rarely took the trouble
to go out with his daughter. '
"I can see her for a minute, anyway," thought Tom. "I
wonder if she is going to side with her father and turn me
down?"
The thought gave him a queer little feeling, alm,ost like
a chill.
"Dorothy isn't the girl I think she is if she turns me
off altogether," thought Tom, half bitterly.
He remembered ho'Y he had first met her.
An orphan boy, a stranger in the city, he had been persuaded to join the church club.
· Here he had met Dot, who; despite her youthfulness, was
one of the workers for the club.
She had taken an almost instant liking to Tom Stan~ey.
Learning that he w~s without employ me~t, she coaxed
her father into giving the boy a chance in his offices.
Tom had done well from the start, though Eben Dobson
seldom admitted as much.
Our hero's supper, without the company of lively Bob,
was soon over with.
1
Out in the street, he ran plump into his chum a.t a street
corner.
"Why, Bob, I've been looking everywhere for you.' I've
struck luck and wanted to celebrate it with a bang-up supper. But you were so late."
"Had to work overtime," Bob replied, briefly .
"Have you had supper?"
"Nope."
"Then you've got to eat on me to-night. Feed well, too."
Tom forced some money into his chum's pocket .
Standing, as they were, just around ·the corner of a
building, they did not see Ralph Disney, Dobson's boy spy,
hurry by and recognize them.
Just past the corner of the building Ralph halted, where
he could hear every word.
"Why, you seem to have struck luck!" cried l3ob.
"I have."
"What's up?"
"Dobson fired me this morning."
"Call that luck?" demanded Bob, drily.
"Yes, sir. I've got a better job. Say, Bob, I 'm going
traveling."
'
·
"On the road, old fellow?"
"Just that! Bob, I've got the biggest kind of a job, and
the beauty of it is that I stumbled on it for myself. Funny,
too. I was going t6 tell Dobson all about the snap this
morning, wh en he got so ugly with me. H e wouldn't even
listen, and I'm glad now that he didn't. So a big thing
in the business line goes to -Brander & Son."

"Does, does it?" uttered iistening Ralph Disney, just
around the corner. "We'll see about that."
"Much money in it for you?" asked Bob Ellert, eagerly.
"Money?" smiled Tom. "Why, if I manage to put this
thing through, I'll make more money in a short time than
I'd get with old Dobson in .years."
"What is the scheme ? The job?"
Ralph Disney cocked his ears eagerly, not daring . to
breathe.
"Bob, old fellow, you won't feel hurt if I don't tell you
just now, will you? But it's my new firm's business, and
it isn't started yet."
"Why, of course, I won't feel hurt," cried Bob, cheerily.
"vVhat a fool I'd be to feel hurt! But say, isn't this job of
yours, if it goes through, going to make grouchy old Dobson feel as sore as a boil?"
" Is it?" flashed Tom. "Why, he'd give five thousand
dollars, right now, to know what 1'1~ up to."
"Then say, old fellow," proposed Bob, anxiously, "how
is it going to affect your standing with Miss Dorothy?"
"I wish I knew the .answer," uttered Tom, glumly. "But
I'm going to try to. find out to-night."
"Then I won't keep you waiting here," hinted Bob.
"Success, old fellow, and I'll see you later to-night."
" H ardly, Bob. Later to-night I leave for-well, I start
on the road. I'm going back to th e room now, for my bag;
take that to the depot on the jump and then off to see Miss
Dorothy. Make that supper ·a good one, Bob. Good-bye,
old fellow!"
As the two chl'lms wrung each other's hands, Ralph Disney stole off on tip-toe. When a little way off he increased
his speed to a run.
" Oh, won't old Dobson be tickled to hear what I've got
to tell him !" breathed Disney, exultantly. "But hang
that fool, Stanley, why couldn't he tell that other fellow
just what th e job is,? I'd like to be able to take the whole
thing to the boss. No matter, though ! I guess the boss
can manage to find out what it is. And I'll feel square for
the black eye Tom Stanley gave me to wear!"
In the meantime our hero, all in ignorance of Ralph's
discovery, got his grip and hurried up to the Grand Central
Depot.
Buying his ticket and his berth check, Tom checked his
•
baggage, next heading for Fif th Avenue.
A brisk walk of a few blocks brought him to the front
of the Dobson house a littl e ahead of time.
" I wonder if my ex-boss is in there ?" muttered the boy,
as he stared up at the house lights. "WouJdn't he give a
lot, though, to know just what I'm up to ?"
At that very moment, however, Eben Dobson did know
enough to make a world of trouble.
For Ralph Disney, going straight to his employer's house,
had poured what he had learned into the boss's ear.
" I guess we can find a way to hinder young Stanley.'s
scheme for injuring me," smiled Dobson; grimly.
Going into another room he telephoned, then came back
to Ralph.
·
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"Disney, you've done £.rst-rate to-night," said the old
man, with what was meant to be an encouraging smile,
but what was really a most repulsive grin. I don't know
yet just how much of a stroke it is, but I'm going to give
;rou this on a chance."
"This" proved to be a ten-dollar bill, on which Ralph
closed his fingers in keen delight.
· "If your information proves to be worth more, you may
be sure you'll get your further reward," Eben Dobson
beamed on. "Disney, you're a good example of the faithful employee. If you keep on as you've begun I shall see
that your promotion is as rapid as it deserves to be."
"I always try to live up to a high sense of duty," whined
the young spy, meekly.
"Now, say nothing about this matter to anyone," continued Mr. Dobson.
"Oh, sir, I won't! Believe me, I won't!" protested the
young toady.
"Listen to anything, whenever you get a chance, but
never make any move, or take any action, until you have
asked me," continued the boss.
"Most certainly not," murmured young Disney.
"And that young scoundrel, who left my employ in order
to be better able to injure me, is going to try to meet my
daughter to-night?"
"So he said, sir."
"Huh 1 Rm! You wait here, Disney!"
Eben Dobson went softly to his own front door. He
stepped into the vestibule before he remembered that the
outer door was ol wood.
So back into the dark drawing-room he went, taking up
his stand behind.a lace curtain.
But the carriage had drawn up to the steps a few moments before.
"You, Tom?" murmured Dorothy Dobson, as our hero
,
stepped forward.
Mike Courtenay, the coachman, and fast friend of young
Miss Dot, closed his eyes, so to speak, as he inquired :
"All right, Miss?"
"All right, Michael, thank you," the girl replied.
Mike thereupon drove away, fearful that he might see
too much.
"Miss Dorothy," began Tom, eagerly, "do you mind
walking just a little way down the block with me?"
"I suppose I ought not to," she murmured. '
"Oh! Then you have heard--"
"Yes; and I'm going to take this little short walj<: with
you," :flashed the girl, her eyes lighting.
She let her hand rest on his arm as they turned away.
All this had happened just a few moments before Eben
Dobson reached his post of observation.
"Miss Dorothy, then you know that I'm in disgrace'with
your father?" Tom began.
"I know that you've displeased him in some way."
'.'We couldn't get along, Miss Dorothy, in the same
office. That's all I 'm going to say about that. But what I
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want most fearfully to know is whether-whether it's going
to make any difference-between you and me?"
"I shan't stop being interested in you, if that's what you
mean," the girl answered, rather~ softly.
"You won't believe any wrong of me?"
"Why, of course I wouldn't," replied the girl, with such
prompt honesty that Tom Stanley's heart gave a jump.
''But how can I see you, after this?" Tom wondered.
"At the church club, even if nowhere else."
"But if your father should tell you not to go there?"
"I don't think he will."
"Miss Dorothy, yo~ won't mind if I write to you, _will
·you?"
"Why? Are you going away?"
"Only for a very little w,hi1e. But-if your father tries
to stop your seeing me-may I write you?"
"I-I suppose I ought to say 'no,'" hesitated the girl.
"But you won't say that, will you? You won't be so
cruel?"
"Why, would it bother you very much not to see me?" the
girl asked, simply.
"It would take all the pleasure out of life not to see you,
or hear from you!" Tom cried, tremulously.
"Then, if ·anything happens that you do not see me,
you may write me."
"And, if I write you, you will ·tell me of some way in
which I can see you, won't you, Miss Dorothy?"
"Why-if-if I can properly," she promised, and Tom
respected her too much to ask her to promise more than
that.
Eben Dobson, having waited in vain at the window, now
snatched up a hat and went out on the stoop.
Down the street he saw his daughter and Tom Stanley
walking side by side. The old man gave a gasp, then hurried angrily to them.
"Dorothy," he exploded, "go into the house instantly.
What do you mean by being Ol1t with this young scoundrel? ·
Do you realize that he has sneaked out of my employ and
is trying to hurt roe in my business?"
"Why, papa, you-I--"
"Walk into the house this instant, young lady!" thundered her fatper, in his most bully-like tone.
Dorothy turned and ·walked away, obediently, but she
called, softly over her shoulder:
"Good night, Tom!"
· "Good night, Miss Dorothy!"
Eben Dobson snorted twice, but he watched in silence
until he saw the door close on thi:i girl.
Then, in a fury, he turned upon the boy.
"You young puppy, how dare you meet my daughteryou, an utter sneak ! How dare you address my daughter?"
"Your daughter?" flared Tom, stung to madness and
hardly realizing what he was saying. "Bah! That sweet
girl ir:tno daughter of yours !".n
"Wha-what's that?" gasped Eben Dobson, reeling and
clutching at the fence.
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lle shook, as i£ with ague, ·his face turning to a sickish,
greenish white.
He seemed like a very old man, and palsied into the
bargain. For an instant his eyes seemed to protrude as if
he were going to have a fit. ·
Then he choked, gulped down something, and took a
·
brace on himself.
out of here ! Go
Get
!
upstart
young
"You impudent
Vamoose!"
!
along ! Run
"This is the first time I've heard that you bossed the
streets of New York," taunted the boy.
Then, realizing that it looked none too well for him to
stand here blackguarding the father of Dorothy, Tom suddenly turned and walked away.
"Now, why did he look so funny when I told him Dorothy was no daughter of his?" wondered the boy, the hot
blood surging through the veins of his head. "Jupiter !
Did I, without meaning it, touch upon any sore spot?"
Stanley walked briskly down to Forty-second Street,
turning in at the railway station.
Had he ha.d any reason to suspect it, he might have discovered that Eben Dobson was actually trailing him.
But Tom never thought of such a thing. Even the old
man's charge that our hero was trying to injure him in
business did not occur to Tom as meaning anything in
·
especial. ,
The ex-boss did not know anything exact about Stanley's
business with the new firm. How could he?
So Tom turned in at the depot, wholly unaware of the
fearful trouble that was hatching for him.
"I'll think over to-night's meeting a good deal," reflected the boy. "Old Doh has always thought himself so
high up at the top of the heap that nobody could reach him.
Maybe I'll find the weak spot in his shell. Jupiter!
Wouldn't it be fierce if . I really hit the nail on the head
when I said Dorothy wasn't his daughter ? Whew! But
I'll '.t hink that over !"
Eben Dobson turned in at the depot, to be accosted by
a broad-shouldered man of medium height.
The fellow .had a rugged face, but there was not enough
of depravity in his look to warn an inexperienced person
against him.
"You see, I'm here," he whispered.
" See that boy ahead- that one halfway down to the gate,
'
who carries his head so high?"
"Yes," whispered t he stranger.
"Find out where he is bound for, Carnian."
The bro.a d-shouldered one slouched softly forward, whil e
Dobson fell back more out of sight.
Tom found that his train would not be "made up" for
half an hour yet.
He glf!p ced into his pocketbo6k to make sure that his
tickets were all right.
A twinkling later, as Tom neared a crowd, Carman
jostled into him, then apologized.
As the broad-shouldered one turned away he had Tom's
pochtbook.

A single look inside, and Carman h"new what he wanted.
Presently, Tom Stanley, to his great surprise, on thrusting a hand into a side jacket pocket, found his pocketbook
there.
"Why, confound it," he murmured, "I thought I put
that in my inside pocket. I've got to be a blamed sight
more careful.''
"The kicl has a through ticket to Cincinnati1 and upper
fourteen for his berth in the Pullman car," Carman softly
reported to Dobson.
"Cincinnati?" repeated Dobson, thickly. "See here,
Carman, I meant for you to follow that boy, but I want
you to do more. I sha'n't be worried if he never comes back.
Do you undeTstand ?"
CHAP TER I V.
A DOUBLE 1\HX-UP.

Whether from the excitement of the day through which
he had passed,' or because of the motion of the train, to
which he was unused, Tom Stanley did not sleep well.
Once in a while he dozed slightly, for an instant, as he
lay in the berth known as upper-four.
Carman had made a slight mistake.
Tom's berth was upper-four-not upper-fourteen, which
was at the further end of the car.
"I wonder why they call these sleeping-cars ?" grimaced
the boy, as he lay and tossed. "If this is a sleeping car, I
can't take the trick."
The train, plunging along over some country curves at
the rate of forty mjles an hour, was rocking and lurching
a good deal.
·"Hanged if I see how they ever ship cream over a railroad," muttered the boy. "I should think it' d turn up as
butter at the other end of the trip !"
Fumbling for his watch, he poked a hand through the
curtains, reading the time by the dim night light of the
sleeper.
"Almost two o'clock," he discovered. "Wonder what
time in the morning folks have to get up on a sleepingcar ?"
While he lay there, wide awake, during the next few
minutes, he heard ·the forward door of the car open and
close.
Two men trod softly in, halting beside Stanley's berth,
their heads about on a level with his own.
Just as it happened, at that moment Tom was lying
with hi s head resting on 11is raised hand, supported by his
elbow, his eyes toward the outer edge of the bunk.
Something moved the curtain slightly by his head.
"Horrors !" throbbed the boy. "Old Eb Dobson's face,
as I'm alive ! Now, what in the name Qf sin is he doing
on this train? Has he found out what I'm after? I s he
going himself for his house?"
Tom was just barely aware that there was another man
with Dobson.
As cautiously as ever he could, our hero pulled the curtain aside a trace in order to get a look at that other man.
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It was Carman, but Tom did not recognize him as the
jostler of the railway station.
"This is the car- sure?" Dobson asked, warily.
"Yes," replied Carman.
"An@! you've got the -berth pat?"
"Sure! Didn't I see the berth check?"
"And you know what you're to do?"
"Don't you be afraid!" replied Carman, with horrible
1II1eaning.
Palpitating Tom, staring at both through the smallest
possible crack between the curtain end and the berth frame,
felt a wa.ve of sickness pass over him as he gazed at the
faces of the two men.
Then our hero let the curtain slip over the crack.
He fell back, shuddering, for the meaning of that scene
just before his eyes, coupled with the words he had heard
and what he knew of one of the men, made the meaning of
it all only too horribly plain.
"So that's the kind of a crook old Dobson is?" chattered the boy, as he hugged the outer wall of the car.
"Good-by, then," whispered Eben Dobson. "G;ood
luck!"
"Sure I"
For an instant Stanley meditated jumping out of the
berth, just after he heard the forward door slam.
But that door-slam, in itself, was so muffled by the noises
of the train that the boy told himself, uneasily :
"Probably not a soul would hear me until it was t90
late!"
One of his hands happened to touch, lightly, the bell with
which the car porter could be summoned from his little
room at the rear end of the train.
That gave Tom an inspiration.
"If that fellow puts his hands through the curtains I'll
ring this bell like a fire alarm !"
So after that Tom waited, listened, wondered.
What could ·make old Dobson's Villain so sl_ow- so long
in beginning his move, whatever it was?
Then, finally, Tom wondered:
1
• was this a nightmare, after all?
Was I , a.sleep, and
did I dream it? I'm going to take a look outside."
Cautiously Tom drew one of the curtains aside, ever so
little.
"Why, there's no one out here," he grumbled. "Dream,
after all ! But it was a mighty real one!"
~arman, in the meantime, believing that upper-fourteen
held his prey, had gone slowly by qn tip-toe, listening.
From upper-fourteen came the sound of regular; heavy
breathing, punctuated every now and then by a soft, peaceful, comfortable snore.
· /
"Asleep," thought the scoundrel, exultantly. "There
won't be any muss, then."
Yet the villain walked back to the rear end of the car
before proceeding to his grim business.
Re glanced into the little, cupboard-like room of the
porter.
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That guardian of the car.s safety lay back, ~ozing
splendidly.
"Good for you!" chuckled the rascal, softly, turning on
his heel and pausing an instant ere he returned to upperfourteen.
'
All the car was quiet, so far as human beings were concerned.
Carman's hand went in under his vest, clutching at the
handle of a knife.
Carman was wary, but not over-nervous.
Satisfied that the field was as clear now 'as it would be at
any time in the night, he stopped at upper-fourteen.
His left hand pulled the curtain a bit.
Then steel flashed in his right hand and went swiftly
behind the curtain.
.,
In a jiffy more there came a bellow··like that of a bull,
the words :
"Ye dirty coyote, what - "
Bump! Crash! Jar-r-r-r ! Bump!
Everything seemed, in an instant, to be falling down hill.
Jolt ! _Jar !-and then an indescribable crash.
Scores of people woke up, shrieking.
There were yells of pain, and the agonized sighs of the
dying.
Just as Carman made his thrust and was discoveredere he could carry out his purpose or the big man in upperfourteen could get square, the train had plunged squarely,
headlong into wreck.
And now the train lay, almost shuddering like· a living
thing, overturned at the side of the track.
An open switch, as it was afterwards discovered, had
caused this dread catastrophe of the night.
In the instant of that first crash, Tom, with his finger
still against the bell button, fell with his whole weight
pressing.
As the car lurched, toppled, then sli<;l over the banking,
that bell rang as if it never would stop.
But suddSflY it did stop, before, in fact, any but the
porter knew that it was1 ringing.
For Tom had suddenly sprang forward, as he felt thf1
car overturn.
.
His outstretching hands caught at th~ edge of the berth,
holding on wildly.
That stopping of the capsized cars was fearful-costing
some of the ill-fated passengers ~heir lives.
·
But Tom~ partly by miracle, and partly through clinging
desperately to the edge of the berth, now above his head,
saved himself the worst of the jolt.
,.
Then, when all was still, he sli:d back against the wall of
the overturned car.
His heart was beating almost to suffocation.
"Is anything more coming?" he wondered, dumbly,
numbly.
But the car appeared to have stopped in its destructive
jolting.
"Help ! Oh, somebody come to me--in heaven's name!
I'm dying!" screamed a voice in the same car.
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Tom shuddered again.
Then, after stirring, and realizing that he was not crippled, he set about climbing out of the berth.
It was a curious sight that he saw in the car-scantily
clad people, some·with blood stains on their night-clothing,
trying to get out of the wrecked car.
"Hold on, old fellow," muttered the boy. "You'll be
just as much use here if you remember to get your clothes
out of here with :you!"
In his underclothing, after pulling on his shoes, Tom
crawled out with .his clothing in his hands.
It was a fearful scene that lay before his eyes.
Several people had been killed, but the three trainmen
who had escaped serious injury were first of all bringing
out those who had been hurt.
At the same time, passengers were rallying to the help
of those injured or in peril.
Two of the day coaches ahead of the Pullman section'
had ca.ught fire.
"Every one help here!" bellowed a big man, who took the
lead. "We must get out the living! Never mind the
dead now!'1
"Help! help!" screamed one frantic voice from the
Pullman just ah·ead of that in which Tom had lain.
Stanley started. He knew that heavy voice for Dobson's.
For an instant the boy hesitated, then worked his way
into the overtur:tied car.
In the dark, or near-dark, for only one lamp was burning dimly, Tom stumbled over the podies of a man and
woman, both dead.
Then he came upon Eben Dobson.
He was lying in the aisle of the car, pinned by two crossbars of steel that had been partly wrenched from the roof
of the car.

"I'll try to get help, if I can't get you out alone. Nowfight ! Try to wriggle out while I pull!"
Both worked together with a will. Then Dobson cried
out, piteously:
"If you don't get some one else. quick, I'll be burned
alive!"
Tom tried to move the steel beams, even ever so slightly,
but they were fast wedged.
"I'll give one more tug at your shoulders. Fight, now!"
Again they struggled. In the effort, Dobson turned
partly overt
but of his inner coat pocket dropped a wallet and a
letter.
"Here, put those back in my pocket!" screamed Dobson.
"Put 'em back, I say !"
Tom quickly pictrnd them up. As he did so, he could
hardly help seeing that the envelope ~as addressed to Eben
Dobson, while in the upper left-hand corner was the address of a Mrs. Emma Wrenn, in Cleveland.
"Fut those things back in my pocket," insisted Dobson
again, and Tom quickly thrust them in place.
"I'm going to see if I can get any one to help now," Tom
promised, bounding away.
"You manage to get me out of here, Tom Stanley,"
the old man bellowed after him, "and I'll see that you're
made for life !"
·
Tom darted out among those, trainmen and passengers,
who were fighting to rescue the imperilled from the two
burning cars ahead.
"Can two or three of you men spare time to come back
for a minute or two?" shouted Tom. "There's an old man
back here who can't get out without help. Bring one of
those crowbars!"
Even as he was speaking, Tom picked out his three men,
one of whom had secured a crowbar from among the train's
wrecking tools.
"Can't you get out, Mr. Dobson ?" cried the boy, reachTom led them back into the car.
ing his former boss.
For the next ten minutes these three men and the boy
"If I could, you young fool, I'd be out of here," snorted worked with a will, Dobson all the while crying out in
the old man. "Oh, that's you, Stanley, is it? Go and frantic terror. ·
Though the steel beams could bft shifted somewhat, they
get a man or two-some one who can do something."
"All the folks not hurt are pretty busy," Tom rejoined. could not be ·mov~d enough to enable the trapped man to
"The two cars ahead are on fire."
escape.
·
"Afire!" shrieked Eben Dobson. "Good Lord ! Then 1 The under steel beam still pinned him down, helpless.
this car will burn in a jiffy!"
"Now, then all together, and quick!" appealed Tom, as
"Oh, we'll get you out before that, Mr. Dobson," prom- a cloud of smoke poured into the car.
ised the boy.
"Good Lord! This car is catching fire!" screamed Eben
"Hustle, you young scamp! Run! Don't let me stay Dobson. "Oh, hurry, in the name of heaven! Use more
strength! Do something1"
here to be burned alive! :j:Iurry-in heaven's name!"
"Let me see what I can do, :irst," urged the boy, bending
But though the men work• with their utmost strength,
over his former employer.
all bearing down on the crowbar every time they got it
He saw, quickly enough, what was the matter. Eben placed differently, the forward end of the car began' to
Dobson, though otherwise unhurt, had both legs pinned burn, and still Eben Dobson was pinned down.
down by the steel beams.
"Surely yo.u can do something!" shrieked the frenzied
"Try to wriggle out while I pull on your shoulders1" wretch.
urged Tom, seizing Dobson under the arm-pits.
"Yes; we can escape with our own lives, since nothing
"Are you going to get help, or let me die here?"
will save this man," muttered one of the dripping rescuers.
0
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" Don't leave me!" implored Dobson, as he saw the men
turning.
"It's tough, friend, but we've got to," retorted one of
the men, huskily. " All we can do by staying is to lose our
own lives. Come on, youngster."
" I can't go yet," and Tom shook his head., "The fire
isn't close enough yet."
"It isn't the flames. It's the cu;rrent of. blazing hot air
that is sweeping in. That hot air will keel you over in a
few seconds more. Come-while there's time!"
But, though the men fled, Tom did not even answer them.
He had grabbed up the crowbar and was again working
furiously, trying new leverages under the steel beams.
"Get me out of this, for the love of heaven, Tom Stanley," implored Dobson. " I'll do everything in the world
for you if you save me!"
'
Tom did not answer, but suddenly his heart bounded with
joy when he succeeded in moving that under beam ever so
little.
"Now, you can get out!" panted Tom. "Hurry! It's
an awful strain holding up this beam !llone. Quick!"
Trembling, almost fainting, Eben Dobson managed to
crawl out.
'But then terror made him so weak that he could not
stand.
Tom hesitated not an instant, but snatching up the pld
man he staggered out of the car, dragging him.
A yell of enthusiasm went up as Tom staggered out into
the blaze-lit scene and dropped his human burden a score
of feet from the blazing car.
" Tom Stanley, I'll never forget this," muttered Eben
Dobson. " You stick close to me, after this, and I'll make
you, as you've saved me."
"I'm afraid I can't talk about that now, Mr. Dobson,"
the boy answered, simply. "But one of these days I'll have
a talk with you in New York."
.

.

.

. .

N me killed, t wenty-three senously ~nJUred. That was
the wa.y t~e newspapers told of that railway crash. It was

:forgotten m anot~er day. .
. ..
After the wrecking gang from d1v1Slon headquarters had
done their work, another train took the.passengers :dong on
their interrupted journey.
Eben Dobi;on, finding himself uninjured, save for his
scare, speedily forgot his promises of gratitude to the boy
who had riske'd his life for that of the worthless old bully
and scoundrel.
" He saw that envelope. He may remember. That
youngster would make all the trouble in the world if he
could," muttered Dobson to himself.
He did not travel onward on the same train with our
hero.
But Carman, whom both supposed our hero did not know,
did go on that same train. The Westerner, whom Carman
had come near stabbing, was also on that train, but did not
recognize the fellow.

"Watch that boy," was Dobson's parting injunction. "I
don't care what h!t.ppens to him. You understand,
Carman?"

.. ,

CHAPTER V.
:A. SMALL DOG IN A BIG OAROASS.

"Why should I buy the marbJe from your people?" asked
John Stacey.
'' Because the people I represent will give you a. squarer
deal than you can get from any other house in our line
in the Uni.ted States. Let me show you the samples of
our marbles, and explain them. Let me give you our
prices. Then send the marbles to an expert for an opinion.
Get the prices of other houses in our line. Do these
things-,-and then you'll give us the order, Mr. Stacey."
For a whole day Tom had chased the millionaire manufacturer all over Cincinnati.
But this rich man and builder of colleges was such a
busy, hustling person that Tom had failed to overtake him.
·So our hero had taken the chance of calling upon Mr.
Stacey at his home in the evening.
"I've seen you before, somewhere," hinted Mr. Stacey, at
last.
"At a church club meeting in New York," Tom supplied.
"Dr. Weissman introduced us."
"I remember you now, Stanley. Weissman said that a
boy like you didn't need any one to build a college for him.
Well, you are a hustler, to be selling marble at wholesale
at your age. Have you had much success ?"
"This is my first chance," our hero admitted, honestly.
"Oho! And so your future depends on how well you do
with me."
"I suppose ·so," young Stanley assented. "But that has
nothing to do with your deciding whether to trade with
me."
"It has a good deal to do," contra.dieted the millionaire,
beaming. " All my life I've tried to help young men for'ward. You appear to have the right stuff in you .. I think,
Stanley, if you want to write your firm to-night, you can
say that I have been well impressed by you, and that I
~hall buy your firm's o-oods through you if your house can
sell to me reasonably ~nou~h."
'
"Thank you."
"Better still, I can just as well write your :6.rm myself,"
went on the old millionaire,'kindly.
·
He touched a bell and sent for his stenographer.
A young woman entered, took a short letter from his
dictation, then left the rooni~
She was back in a. few minutes with the letter typewritten.
John· Stacey signed it, giving it to the young woman to
mail.
"There, that ought to be of some use to you with your
house," smiled the old man. Now you must see how reasonably you can get your firm to offer me the marble that
I shall want."
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"You may be v~ry sure that I will," Tom cried, warmly. more and more work that he gets out of the people through
keeping -them happy."
.
"Mr. Stacey, how can I thank you?"
Tom discreetly said nothing.
"By trying to do just as w.ell with all the business you
As a matter of fact, in glancing in at the operating
handle for your house. And now, Stanley; I think I will
see you at my office at the factory at ten o'clock in the rooms it had seemed to him as if the men and women emmorning. I will try to have my builder there at that hour. ployed there acted as if they were driven by fear every
minute of the time.
We can talk matters over. Good-night."
"I guess Hoggins pulls the wool over good old Mr.
sir."
you,
thank
and
"Good-night,
Stacey's eyes," · thought the boy to himself. "From the
Tom left the house as if treading on air.
"If this goes through, a few thous~nd dollars in com- way the people looked to me, Hoggins must be the kind of
missions! Whew! But that's different from seven per! fellow who'd be a prize to a chap like Eben Dobson."
The bell of the desk telephone ringing, Mr. Stacey turned
Still," the boy reminded himself, more soberly, "it'll be
only once in a few years that I'm likely to land as big an around to answer the call.
"That message was from Beaufort," explained the old
order as this."
millionaire. "He finds that he can't get here before eleven
Stacey's house was in the suburbs of Cincinnati.
At some distance below, on the avenue, was an open o'clock. Stanley, why don't you take a run through the
factory? As bright a youngster as you are ought to be
space, of vacant fields on either side.
Crouched in one of these fields was Carman, wa.iting for able to see . some things on which you can report to rne.
And have a talk with Hoggins. He's the greatest prize,
the boy.
But, just as Stanley came along, a roy,stering party of really, that I ever struck. If I lost him I don't know ·
.what would become of the profits of the place."
young fellows halted in the neighborhood.
As the suggestion to run a~ong amounted almost to a
"That settles a great chance!" grunted Carman, angry
command, Tom rose and left the private office.
with fate. "But no matter, there'll be other chances!"
As Tom stepped into one of the operating rooms he
Tom .Kept on his way, wholly unconscious of the narrow
escape he had had, took a trolley car further on and reached was just in time to hear one girl ask another:
"What makes your left cheel{: so red, Annie?"
his hotel.
"That big brute, Hoggins, hit me a regular slap on the
Stanley
morning,
next
the
At just a minute before ten
face," replied the girl.
presented himself at the private office of John Stacey. .
"My, but your face is red!"
"Oh, come in and sit down," was the old millionaire's
"Of course it is. And it smarts!"
pleasant greeting. "I'm expectin~ Beaufort,, my bµilder,
"I wish Mr. Stacey could understand things here. I
every minute. Well, how do you like the looks of this, the
wish he could see your face, Annie."
biggest shirtwaist factory in the Unitel;l States?"
"What good would it do? I'd only get discharged for
"I've been paying a good deal of attention as I came
lying. Mr. Stacey is an awfully good man, but he's stupid
through," Tom answered.
about some things. S'pose I was to show him my face and
"What did you like best?"
him what happened. Do you s'pose he'd b'lieve anytell
the·
here,"
"The brightness, the cleanness of everythipg
against the perfect Hoggins?"
thing
boy answered.
Both girls started guiltily when they saw young Stanley
"And t~e happiness and the cheeriness of the people?
Did you observe that?" demanded John Stacey, rather eag- close behind them. They turned speedily to their work, and
Tom passed on.
erly, half proudly.
"Just about the way I had things sized up," muttered
"I can't say that I did. I came through very quickly,"
Tom. "I've worked too long for Dobson not to know the
·
Stanley replied.
"Well, you'll notice that if you have more time torlook signs. Hoggins and Dobson, they're about alike."
As he walked down the room our hero was just in time
through," went on Stacey. "I might almost say that it's
the law here that every employee must be happy. I always to see a big, rough-looking· fellow seize a woman from
want to see every one happy. I've given orders to that behind by the shoulders.
"You young hussy, what a:re you wasting the boss's time
effect to Hoggins, my foreman in the operating department.
You must observe Hoggins, if you want to see an ideal for?" shouted the fe~low. "I'll show you."
He ran the.girl forcibly before him, hurling her at last
foreman. He's a great, rough-looking fellow-a Hercules
in an apron, in fact. · Hoggins, though foreman at a so that he slammed her up against the wall.
Her face struck hard, blood spurting instantly from her
salary of a few thousands a year, goes around just like one
of the work-people. He understands that every one must nose.
She let out a little scream of terror that brought several
be happy here, and he sees to it well. And I must say that
happine~s pays, for Hoggins certainly gets more work out other girls and a few of the men from their work.
of my people than any foreman I ever had. Why, Hoggins , Black looks were on nearly every face.
"Get back to your work, the rest of you jades," roared
gets his pay raised almost every year, on account of the
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the big fellow, brandishing his fists at the woman. !'If
you don't, I 'll swat you all!"
"Who's the beast?" flared Tom, darting through the
little throng, his f~ce white and set with anger and the
sense of outrage.
"It's Hoggins, the foreman ." muttered some one in an
undertone.
"You cur!" panted Tom. thrusting himself before the
abused women.
With a snarl, Hoggins grabbed a club, but Stanley,
looking swiftly around him, snatched up another.
"I'll slam ye down them stairs!" bellowed the bully,
for Tom had halted just before the trap of a dark flight to
a deep cellar below.
"Brag's a sneak of a dog!" jeered the boy. "A small dog
in a big carcass is what you are!"
" Hurrah!" yelled some one faintly from the rear of the
excited crowd of operators. "Pay him back for us!"
It looked like the most unequal kind of a match, if
the fig~1t started. But Tom's blood was up to boiling
point. He did not care.

boy whom the millionaire had believed to . be a model
youngster.
"Stanley !" shrieked the horrified John Sta..,ey, leaping
forward.
Then, sternly :
,
"What on earth are you doing here? How dare y0u?
Get up ! Leave here! Never let me see your face again !
Go ! Do you understand?"
vVith one hand John Sta~y seized Tom's collar. With
his other hand he boxed the boy's ears, then yanked our
hero to his feet.
CHAPTER VI.
THE MONKEY AND THE CATSPAW.

Tom Stanley saw his big contract slipping away from
him like lightning.But, with his blood up, he cared for nothing.
"Mr. Stacey," he shouted, "you'd better stay in this
room long enough to get an idea of how things are going
in your factory !"
"Why, you impudent young scoundrel!" blurted the millionaire,
angrily. "Hoggins, be good enough to put this
"Put down that stick, -beg my pardon, and then get out
of here, you kid!" raged Hoggins, glaring at the boy.
boy out into the street."
"I certainly will, Mr. Stacey," growled the foreman.
"When I get out it will be to go to the office and tell
But
ere the brute could lay his hands on the boy, Tom
Mr. Stacey what I've seen," detied Tom.
darted
swiftly to one side, again snatching up his club.
"Oh, will it?" sneered the big brute, with a confident
"Hoggins,
you beast, if you haven't had lesson enough,
air. "Tell him, then. Mr. Stacey and I understand each
other!"
close in and I'll give yon another," warned Stanley.
"Stop this!" thundered John Stacey. "What do you
"You lie, you hie: beast!"
mean?"
That was too much. Hoggins saw all his authority slipThen he turned to the foremost qf his excited workmen.
ping away from him if he allowed this to go nnpunished.
"Go and get a policeman at once 1 We'll have this crazy
With a roar, blinded with fury, he leaped forward, aiming. young person properly attended to."
a crushing blow at Tom Stanley's head.
Hoggins had fallen .back, plainly willing that his emCrash I The clubs met, in assault and parry.
ployer should settle the trouble for him.
Tom's arm was not strong enough to resist that of
But Tom was in no mood to be beate,n so easily.
Hoggins.
"Mr. Stacey," he went on, firmly, "I've no wish to
The boy saved his skull from a breaking, but he sank meddle in your business. But I know the workingman's
to one knee.
side in tpese troubles. You'll never have so good a chance
Swift as a flash he brought his cudgel down.
again to look into affairs here in your own factory. I atSmash ! It landed across Hoggins's left shin with a tacked your foreman because he struck a woman most
force that brought down the big beast in his turn, uttering shamefully."
a ·cry like that of a wounded bull.
"What crazinonsense are you uttering?" demanded Mr.
Hoggins, in fact, landed on his knees, and, in trying to Stacey, angrily.
get away from a second blow of hls young enemy's club,
"Crazy, indeed!" roared Hoggins. "He ought to · be
fell over on his side.
sent to a lunatic asylum."
Then young Stanley fairly jumped on him, clutching at
Tom, however, was still on his mettle.
the brute's throat and holding on with all his might.
"Mr. Stacey, this is Y.our time to investigate. Just call
A buzz-zz of excitement ran through the group of your people before you and tell them to talk without fear
startled onlookers.
or favor! Ask for the girl, Annie, who has a .red welt on
Then, as Tom, his fingers still wound at the big fellow's her cheek from the hand of Hoggins. And ask for· the
throat, held on in strangling grip, a faint cheer sounded. other girl that Hoggins slammed, face on, into a wall,
But the door flew·open.
making her nose bleed."
John Stacey, first attracted by. ihe noise, next got an
Mr: Stacey looked angry and puzzled, but Hoggins, a
awful jolt.
trifle alarmed, roared out :
For he saw his peerless foreman on foe floor, prostrate,
"It's all an infernal lie!"
while hanging at the fellow's throat was the New York
"Is it?" challenged Tom. "Mr. Stacey, step over here
u
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with me and see the blood on the floor, under the wall.
'1 hen a.sk your people how it came here."
Hoggins darted forward, as if to prevent such · a move,
but Sta.cey, wheeling, stepped over to where the boy
poirited.
"Blood!" he gasped.
"Ask for the girl who lost that blood under Hoggins's
blow," insisted Stanley. "Tell all your people that they
talk now without fear so long as they stick to the
truth! You men and women," shouted Torn, turning to
the crowd, "just come forward and da:re to call your souls
your own!"
Again John St~cey gasped, but he saw something in the
uncertain faces of his work-people that made him think
swiftlY:·
"Go back to the office, sir," urged the foreman, "an cl
leave me to straighten this matter out."
"No," replied the millionaire, drily. "I believe I'll stay
and hear what any one may want to say."
"You'd best go back, sir. I understand handling these
people better than you do."

paid snap, ancl I'll square things with you if I swing for it!
Remember that!"
Tom, with a sneering smile on -his white face, did not
answer.
Instead, he turned to the old millionaire.
"Mr. Stacey, I'm sorry to have caused so much trouble,"
he began. ·
"Don't be sorry for anything," returned the old man,
in a cold, hard voice. "It was time I knew. You· have
m) thanks. But I feel too upset to talk business with you
this morning. You'll excuse me, won't you? And wait to
hear from me later?"
Tom, with a bow, turned ancl made his way through to
the corridor.
But, as he went, scores of men and women insisted on
shaking his hand, or at least touching him, in their wild
joy ove;r the downfall of the brute foreman.
"But look out for that Hoggins," whispered ·one man,
warningly. "He's the ugliest man alive when he once gets
badly rous.ed. I'm afraid he'll risk his own life to be even
with V.OU."
Tom was still trembling with the excitement of the
"You see?" jeered the-boy, triumphantly. "This fellow· scene when he reached the street.
Hoggins is afraid that you may stay and hear. Mr. Stacey,
He walked briskly for some blocks before he cooled clown
please believe me for a minute or two at least. It'll be the . a bit.
best thing you ever did in this factory."
"I've lost that contract for the marble," he murmured
"Friends," addressed Mr. Stacey, holding up one hand sadly to himself. "But what could I do? I couldn't stand
that trembled, "is there any truth in the charges that this
tamely by and see women slammed around by a brute.
boy makes?"
Neither could I stop, short of the end, either, when I once
Murmurs ancl uncertain looks were the only answer. No got roused in behalf of those people who dicln't daTe call
their souls tneir own!"
one knew, ye~, which way the cat wcmlcl jump.
Two bl~cks £,urther on T'om wondered:
"Speak without fear," their employer urged. "If things
"Have I really lost Stacey's big order for marble? Why
have been going wrong here,,) want to know. No one shall
be harmed £or speaking the truth."
should I? He must certainly admit that I've done' him a
"Ask for that girl Annie who was struck in the face. service. But I suppose I've made him feel thoroughly
Ask for the girl with the nose-bleed,'' prompted Tom, vi- ashamed over what he didn't know before. After bragging
·bra ting with 'the heat of tlie scene.
to me about his perfect foreman, ancl then finding out
"H there are snch people here let them come fbrwarc1 the trutl{ through me, it won't be in hnma.n nature for
him to want to see me again, Oh, dear! Life is a blamed
and speak," urged'John Stacey.
As soon as they saw that their employer really meant it, queer puzzle! Yes, I suppose I have lost the Stacey orde~
the work-people came forward, first in pairs, then by dozens. for marble."
It was not long before Hoggins was cowering before the
All afternoon our hero waited at the hotel.
.Babel of denouncing voices.
In some way the evening newspapers got hold of the
Then, all in less than five minutes, Hoggins, the peerless affair at the Stacey factory and published long stories
'1
foreman, the specialist in happiness, was stripped of all about it.
his power.
"That's another' nail in my coffin," grimaced the boy, as
"I've heard enough,'' declared Mr. Stacey, now shaking he saw the newspaper stories. "It isn't my fa.ult, but it'll
with a new kind of anger. "Hoggins, make your escape all help to make Stacey sore on me."
Another who saw the newspaper accounts was Carman,
before I pay some of these 'men to thrash yon!"
"But you don't understand anything about running op- Dobson's villaino'l.1s agent. He hunted up Hoggins, and
crating rooms, sir," whined the fellow. "You don't know the two had a long talk.
the kind of people I've had to deal with."
But in the middle of the evening, Tom, much to his sur" I lmow that you're not fit to be in charge of a hog- prise, received a telephone call from John Stacey.
It was an invitation to visit the millionaire at his home
pen," retorted J obn Stacey, at white heat. "Go!"
Hoggins slunk after his street clothes. But as he passed at once.
our hero he growled:
Be sure that Tom was there as quickly as be could make
"I'll get square with you ! You've beat me -'J ut of a big- the trip!
1
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At the further en<l of the field, near a lonely road, stood
"Stanley," began the old man, " I feel sure that you've
low, sbecl-like building.
long,
a
chances
your
affect
will
affair
to-day's
been wondering how
rontractor had once used this building for the lodgSome
with me."
laborers.
Italian
of
ing
" I hope you won't feel inclined to blame me, sir."
was deserted.
place
the
Now
" I don't, but I'm sorry those newspapers got hold of the
knew this p.art of the suburbs
apparently,
Hoggins,
affair. It will make me feel cheap before many of the
well.
· people I know here in Cincinnati."
"I'll take the kid," mumbled the ex-foreman, taking
"I'm very sorry, sir," Tom replied, earnestly, "but I
si:rnply couldn't ·help it.· I worked in one of the meanest over the burden and shutting off Tom's speech by a tight,
offices in the country, and so I've had good chance to know strangling clutch at his throat. "Run ahead and open
what working people sometimes have to stand for the sake the. door."
The door of the shanty opened, Hoggins ran in with
of not going hungry."
"I'm going to ask you to wait here in Cincinnati a few his captive.
Slam! went the door behind them.
days," w.ent on Mr. Stacey. "By that time I'll have gotten
Plainly this pair had carefully prepared for their evil
over this affair a bit, and then I 'll be able to talk with you
work, for a lantern hung, lighted, from a hook.
with more justice."
"Get that' club, Hank," gruffed the ex-foreman.
boy,
the
responded
sir,"
way,
every
in
me
suit
" That'll
Then, as his comrade seized a cudgel, Hoggins stood
eagerly.
readily and
boy in a corner.
the
between
right
all
be
soon
He felt now that matters would
he lets out a yip," ordered, the brute, hoarsely, "crack
"If
this millionaire and hims~lf.
·
open."
head
his
left
Stanley
Tom
It was rather late in the night when
with a sinking at
boy,
the
realized
too,"
it,
do
'"l'hey'd
the Stacey mansion to return to town.
pair.
ugly
the
at
looked
he
as
the heart
R e wa1ked briskly _down toward the vacant fields.
"Going to keep quiet·?" leered Hoggins, glaring maSoon after leaving the Stacey stoop the boy heard a
·
trilling whistle behind him, but he did not pay much liciously at his young enemy.
'j "Yes," mt1mbled Tom, trying hard to still the quake
.
attention to it.
.
Thar whistle was blown by Carma.n, hiding behind a that was in his voice.
"Wise kid!" jeered the brute.
neighbor's stoop !
"If he'd a-kept quiet to-day he wouldn't be in this fix,
"Some cop on the beat, probably," thought Tom, care)cssly. "If I was to meet Hoggins just now I reckon I'd from what I hear," laughed the ex-foreman's companion,
be glad to know there was cop within reach of my voice." roughly.
"No, he wouldn't," returned Hoggins, with a savage
There was no one else in sight as Toni started to walk
"Kid, why aid ye feel called upon to ·meddle in my
oath.
.hundred
a
gone
had
hero
our
ere
but
fields,
vacant
e
by th
.
affairs."
fence
the
over
jumped
man
a
fence
boundary
the
along
feet
made me mad," blurted Tom,
roughness
your
"Because
path.
his
in
ancl stood squarely
honesty.
apparent
with
back.
starting
boy,
"Hoggins !" gasped the
In his fast, young brain he Wf!S trying rapidly to form
But he was unprepared, while the ex-foreman was not.
plan of appeasing this brute who now stood at the
some
.With a snapping of the jaws, Hoggins leaped forward,
the l1 eap of vengeance.
of
wrapping his long, powerful arms about the boy, pinning top
"Made ye mad, eh ?" quivered Hoggins. " Any idea. how
Stanley's weaker arms against.his side.
" Catch!" gritted the brute, lifting the boy, bodUy,_ and mad ye made me by working me out of a job worth four
thousarnl plunks a. year? And all because I swatted a
passing him over the fence to another big fellow.
Like a :A.ash, Hoggins vaulted the fence, clapping a girl or two!"
"I suppose those girls do try your patience a bit," Tom
bl;oad hand over the youngster's mouth just as Stanley was
admitted.
'
·
about to yell for help. , ·
"Oh! Tryin' to soft-soap me now, are ye ?" raged the
"Ye don't make any noise here !" came in an angry growl
in the youngster's em:. "We'll settle some scores to-night," big fellow. "I~'s too late, kid. Ye've cost me the . only
rumbled on the brute, as he an'd his pal started to run snap I ever had in m:v life. Now there's nothing to do
across the field with their captive. "Do you remember my but choke off yer wind for good-and then go to the gallows
·
telling ye I'd swing for the sake of getting even? I meant for it, if I have to."
heard the news yet," hinted Tom,
haven't
you
gtiess
I
"
it, kid!"
his plan, desperately foolish though it seemed, coming to
llim all of a sudden.
CHAP TER VII.
"News ?" demanded Hoggins, in a voice that wa thick
BLUFF AGAINST BRAWN.
" It's all up with me, if my wits can't save my neck !" with rage. "What news ?"
"Why, after the whole row 'Yas over," Tom hurried on,
flu shed Tom, as, with his cries still shut off by that big
"it struck me that I'd been just a bit too hasty."
hand over his mouth, he was rushed across the field.

!
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"Oh, it did, eh?" ·
Words cannot describe the angry irony that rang in the
ex-foreman's voice as he shot out that angry question.
"Now, understand me, Hoggins," continued Tom, with
· pretended sternness, and speaking with a world of sham
br.avery in his voice, "you don't do right to treat the girls
the way you do at the factory. I don't excuse that in the
least."
"Oh, ye don't?"
Again that ringing, savage irony.
"No, I don't. But that isn't the point. Sometimes it's
easy enough to work a man out of a job, but it isn't so easy
to find him another."
"What a.re ye talkin' about?" raged Hoggins, ' suspiciously.
"Have you any idea why I've been up to Mr. Stacey's
house to-night?"
"I don't care what ye've been up there for.' I've got ye
now, and that's all I care about/' answered the brute,
harshly.
"Hoggins, I went up to Mr. Stacey to see if I couldn't do
the right thing by you."
"Oh, yes, of course," sneered the brute, unbelievingly.
"Well, I did, just the same," lied Tom, for his very life.
"I felt sorry, after the heat of it was all over, to think that
I'd worked you out of such a good job. So I've been talking
the whole thing over with Mr. Stacey. I reminded him
what a capable foreman you were, in spite of your faults.
Well, to make a long story short, Mr. Stacey· is ready to put
you back in your job to-morrow morning-on condition
that you agree never to strike another woman."
"What?"
Bill Hoggins glared at the boy in utter disbelief.
It didn't tally at all, this yarn, with what the exforeman knew of his former employer.
"Well, you'll find out it's true," went on Stanley, warmly.
"I've put in the whole evening getting you fixed back in
your job-and this is the way you've planned to repay me
-by luring me here to kill me!"
Bill fairly glared into the boy's eyes.
But Tom, remembering that he was working for his
very life, forced himself to meet that angry look steadily.
"Ye little liar!" panted the brute.
"Oh," Tom shrugged his shoulders, "I can't make you
believe, if you're too wise to understand the truth."
"So I'm to get my job back, am I, kid?"
"Yes, in the morning, if you promise never to strike
anotl~er woman."
Bill's companion laughed, sneeringly.
,
"Ye're young, Bill, :µn't ye?"
Hoggins clenched his fist, waving it before the boy's
face.
"It's too thin, kid. It won't save yer life."
"Humph!" echoed Tom, fairly forcing a smile. "If my
life is .snuffed out to-night, your job goes with it.''
"Does, eh?"
"You don't believe me, do you, Hoggins?"

"Was ye fool enough to think I would?" jeered the brute.
"Whether you believe or not, you'd better listen to the
plan the way Mr. Stacey fixed it up with me."
"Go on," leered Hoggins.
"In the morning Mr. Stacey is to send for you. Then,
before all his people I'm to ask that you be taken back again,
on the single promise that you won't do any more hitting in
the factory."
"Well?"
"If you make that promise, and of course you will, then
you're to start in again, right away, and be foreman again
as if nothing had happened."
Bill continued to glare at our hero for some moments
before he queried harshly:
"Kid, where did ye take yer lessons in lying?"
"Why?"
"Ye had a crazy schoolmaster!"
"Oh, if you don't believe what I'm telling you--"
"I don't."
"Then your job stays up the spout. But if you do be•
lieve me--"
"And let ye go to-night, instead of gettin' even--"
put in Bill, leeringly.
"Why, as far as my getting away from you is concerned, Hoggins, I'll tell you how you can let me prove
what I say..''
"Oh, ye can? How?"
"Why, take me to some telephone station, between you.
But you'll have to do it quick, before Mr. Stacey has gone
to bed."
"Of course!"
"Let me call up Mr. Stacey. I'll ask him some question
about how I'm to find you in the morning. Then I'll follow that with other questions. You can stand right side
of the telephone receiver, and you'll hear Mr. Stacey's
voice. You'll hear enough to make you feel sure that he
and I have planned just what I said."
"Nice plan," chuckled Hoggins, gruffly. "Once on a
street, ye make a break, or hold up the first cop."
"If you see me doing anything of that sort you can
pound me with a club that you can carry up your sleeve,
can't you?"
"Yes, and be caught by the cop!"
"But you said you were willing to swing to get even with
me. Besides, you must know this ueighborhool well enough
to know of some saloon or other pla.ce where you Cl!-n get
without passing a policeman. Oh, you can arrange it to
take me to some telephone, without· giving me any safe
chance to get away."
"I suppose I could," sneered Bill Hoggins., "And I'm
just big enough fool to think of doing it."
"Oh, all right, then," taunted Tom, shrugging his shoulders. "If you're going to be a foal right along, then go
right ahead and kill me, as you threaten. After that, you
can' keep on running away from the police, who'll be trying
to put a halter around both your necks. All that rather
than go back to your big-pay job."
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Yelling at his loudest, Tom suddenly and frantically
"Say, Bill," mumbled the other fellow, "maybe ye'd betwrenched himself free of both his captors.
ter give just a thought to this."
His sudden, jerky yells aided him, by startling both his
"Do ye take any stock in the kid's yarn?" demanded
captors.
Hoggins, turning upon his companion.
The very instant that he felt himself free of their com"It may be true. And the kid has pointed out the right
way to find out. We sure can take him to a safe place bined clutch, Tom Stanley began to make his feet fly.
He had run before, at other times, but never as he trav-.
.to telephone-and we sure can finish him at any point, if
eled now.
he tries to give us the criss-cross."
, Heading out of the alley, he struck straight into the
· "Is it worth while?" asked Hoggins, wonderingly.
"Is it worth while, Bill, to take even a long, slim chance road, heading for the distant lights of Cincinnati.
Back of him pounded ·his pursuers. ·
of ·getting a fine job back again? That's the way it looks
They .did not waste any breath in calling to him, knowto me."
Hoggins turned to Tom, whose pulses began to throb with ing well enough that nothing short of brute force coul<l
stop this fleeing boy.
ho.pe.
Tom was .light, agile, and this made him more speedy
"Kid, d'ye really understand that we can soak ye anythan
his pursuers at the outset.
where on the street and get away before the cops could
Yet
our hero realized, plainly, that his grown-up enemies
·
reach us."
would
probably
develop better wind than he on a long run.
"Of course you can-if you've got the nerve," Stanley
At the first corner Tom turned, heading for another
agreed, readily.
"And d'ye intend to keep quiet and go along with us and street.
At the second corner he also turned.
act right?"
He passed a house or two, now. In another full minute
"Why, of course. It's the only chance of keeping alive
or two, he believed, he would reach a clump of houses that
that I've got left."
he saw not far off.
"What d'ye say, Hank?" asked Hoggins, doubtfully.
"Help! help!" he shouted. "Police! Murder!"
"Try it. I think the kid knows he's got to act on the
Swearing like a pirate, Bill Hoggins fell back.
square."
"He'll rouse that neighborhood, Hank! Keep back a
'"Come along, then," ordered the ex-foreman, thrusting bit so we can get out of the way if we have to."
one of his arms through our hero's. "Hank, ye get his
Fleeing Tom turned into another street.
arm on the other side. Stuff that little club of your'n up 1 Looking back, he could not see his enemies anywhere.
the sleeve of your idle hand, same as I'm doing. Now,
"But that's no sign they're not on the trail," fl.ashed
kid, remember that a yip out of ye, before a cop or any one the boy.
else, will settle for the cracking of your skull in a jiffy."
Around another corner, and he could have cheered for
"Say, you make me tired," blurted Stanley, disgustedly. joy.
"Any one would think all I was going outdoors for was the
Late as the hour was, a hack had drawn up before a
,pleasure of being killed by two desperate men."
house.
"That's what we are," said Hoggins, grimly. "Desperate
A woman was getting out of the cab, while the driver
enough to run any chances."
was busy with her trunk on the rack behind.
They threw the door open, leading the way out.
On the stoop of the house stood three or four people.
At this side of the field it was hardly more than a few
"If that cab isn't engaged, I'll hire the fellow to take
steps to the lonely road.
me back into the heart of the city," panted the boy, slowing
"Take him over to John's,'' whispered Hank. "That's up.
a good, safe place as any."
As he drew near, the trunk slammed down to the sideOut on this road Tom had his eyes open.
walk.
He was fully prepared to make the :first possible break for
Tom could not help noting the initials painted on one
flight-his only chance of living more thaq, a few minutes. end of the trunk-"E. W."
At :first they passed only a few sheds and stables.
"Pleasant trip, Mrs. Wrenn?" hailed a man in the group
Not another living soul was in sight.
'
on the stoop.
Then up a lane they turned, towai:d a building where a
"Very," softly answered a soft-voiced, middle-aged
light burned outside.
woman from beside the cab.
1'How is every one in Cleveland these days?"
"We'll soon know the truth now:," muttered Hoggins,
grimly.
"E. W.? Emma Wrenn? Cleveland?" flared through
It had come, then, the lait moment of action.
the boy's mind. "The name of the woman on the enFor the place for which they were headed, from the fact velope that dropped out of old Dobsoh's pocket? He was
of its having been chosen by Hoggins, must be some low so upset when he thought I was reading it!"
den in which the rascals would be not only safe, but aided.
Tom was a-tingle with soma sense of the mysterious that
"Whoop! Wow!"
·
he could not understand.
I
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Before he r ealized it, he had begun:
"Pardon me, madame." ·
"Well?" queried the woman, halting as she was about
to go up the steps to her :friends.
" Are you Mrs. Emma Wrenn, of No. 817 Vine Street,
Cleveland ?"
" Yes."
T-0m's head began to throb with a new excitement.
CHAPTER VIII.
THE M,YSTERY OF DOROTH Y.

"Why have you stopped me ?" questioned the woman.
"Why do you question me?"
'
"Mrs. Wrenn," replied Tom, suddenly, desperately,
cheekily, "I am certa.in that you will be surprised. But I
am engaged in a most important undertaking, and I have
heen looking for you to help me." ·
This w1s out of whole cloth, but Tom believed it would
arouse the woman's curiosity.
"You are talking in riddles," Mrs. Wrenn ·complained.
"You know Eben Dobson ?" Tom shot out, plumply.
Mrs. Wrenn> to his great surprise, stepped back, almost
staggering, while a look of terror shot into her eyes;
Then, as swiftly, she1seemed to recover herself.
"You are right," she murmured, while those on tlie
stoop above stood looking curiously down. "I will step
aside. and talk with you."
She clutched at his arm, her small hand trembling there.
"Let us walk down a little way," she whispered, agitatedly.
Then, when out of earshot of the others, the woman
whispered:
"Why are you here?"
Tom hadn't the least idea of the answer, but he felt sure
that he was stumbling upon something important.
"Can't you guess ?" he asked, mysteriously.
"Tell me ! . Who sent you?"
"Suppose," hinted Stanley, "that I should mention the
name of Eben, Dobson?"
"Well?'' demanded the woman, speaking steadily, though
her hand still shook.
"And of Dobson's daughter ?" added Tom.
"His daughter?" repeated the woman, in a puzzled voice.
"Yes."
"Her name?"
"Dorothy."
"How old is she?" asked Mrs. Wrenn, nke one who did
not know.
"Sixteen."
"That would take it back to the year 1890," murmured
Mrs. Wrenn, in the tone of one who was solving a puzzle.
"W'hy, Eben Dobson wasn't married in that year."
Tom felt a great thrill of discovery.
Then Dorothy really wasn't old Dobson's daughter.
"Did you ever know Dobson's wife? " persisted Tom,
swiftly.
"No ; and never knew that he had a wife," returned Mrs.

Wrenn. "Why do you ask such 9uestions if you come from .
Dobson? Are you poking fl!! at me? Or does it
mean--"
The woman shrank back from the boy, looking at him
with a new, wild light in her eyes.
But Tom was all eagerness now.
He no longer cared to know anything about Dobson,
unless it was something that concerned Dorothy.
"Dorothy-who?" murmured the boy, under his breath: .
"I feel that you are tricking me !" cried Mrs. Wrenn,
with sudden suspicion in her voice. "Whoever you are;
young man, you are prying into a past that does 'not concern you. Have you anything definite and straightforward to say to me ? If not, I shall wish you good-night
and hurry to my friends." ,
" Mrs. Wrenn," appealed Tom, desperately, "in questioning you I am anxious only to serve Miss Dorothy, the
young woman whom Dobson claims as his daughter."
"I am not interested l n her, as I never saw her or heard
of her," broke in the woman~ coldly. "And now, young
man, I am going to leave you. For, whatever your errand
here, it is not a :friendly one to me. Good-night!"
Wheeling, more than half indignantly, Mrs. Wrenn hurried up the sidewalk to the stoop, then disappeared inside
the house with her friends.
"Queer woman!" muttered Tom. "At :first she. thought
she wanted to talk with me. I suppose that was because
she thought I came from Eben Dobson. Then she told me
she didn't know Dorothy-as if she could know Dobson
all these years and not hear of his daughter. And now
she seems half mad, half afraid. There's some unusual
mystery in all this.~'
But it would never do to linger in this neighborhood, not
knowing at what instant Hoggins and Hank might show
up •again.
First Tom looked at the door, getting the number.
"What street is this ?" he asked the driver.
"Foam A venue."
"Good ! Now can you drive me back into town?"
"Yes. "
"Drive fast, then, for I don't want to be ·overtaken by
people who may be in this neighborhood."
Tom added directions as to where he wanted to go.
Within th e next minute of speedy driving Tom felt that
he was safely away from the men who, seemingly, had
sought his life.
A few minutes later the cab, going at a slower rate of
speed, was going through one of the principal streets of
the city.
In the main entranceway of a hotel Tom saw Eben Dobson standing, finishing a cigar.
A.t the next corner Stanley pulled a check-strap.
"Drive around the corner and wait," he whispered, as
he got out_, "Here's some money, to show you that I'm
not bluffing."
Then, keeping close to the building, our hero strolled
back down the street.
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"Eben and Mrs. Wrenn both in town," he murmured.
"Something queer is happening. Can this affect Dorothy
in any way? Anyway, I can torment Dobson."
, Stanley's former boss was still · st~nding there, having
just tossed away his cigar.
"Good evening, Mr. Dobson," shot out Tom, pleasantly.
The old man jumped as if some one had jabbed a pin
in him.
"Rather fine town, Cincinnati," Tom observed, carelessly.
"Wh-what are you talking to me for, you young imp?"
grated Dobson.
"Oh, I won't, if you object," smiled Stanley. •"I was just
wondering, though, if you cam,e West in order to see Mrs.
Emma Wrenn."
Again the olcl man started. There was a sudden pallor
in his face now. His lips trembled. He started, once or
twice to speak, then closed his mouth.
. "Not that I'm very curious, or want tO be nosey, you
know," the boy went on, tantalizingly.
"Get out!"
"Why, certainly," Tom replied, obligingly, "if you take
it that way."
With a mock bow, he turned and sauntered back up the
street.
.
He turned at the corner, stepping into the hack.
"Just drive around the block as fast as you can," ordered Tom.
Almost in a jiffy the boy stood again on this principal
street.• below, instead of above, the hotel.
From a darkened doorway he watched the hotel entrance.
As it happened, he was just in time to see Eben Doqson
come out again.
This time the old man walked sharply away, glancing at
- his watch.
"Follow that man at a little distance until we see where
· he's going," directed our hero.
The chase led straight to a railway station.
"You can follow that man inside and find out where he's
going, can't you?'.' Stanl~y asked the driver.
"Sure!"
The driver was soon back.
"Train was just about to leave,'' reported the jehu. ".So
your party bought a ticket for Cleveland and got aboard."
"Cleveland?" uttered the boy, under his breath.
"Where now, boss?"
Tom gave the name of his. hotel, then stepped inside the
carriage again.
"Something up, sure, when Dobson is so upset at finding that I remembered the name of Mrs. Wrenn," guessed
this young investigator. "So what does Eben do? Goes
post-haste to Cleveland, where Mrs. Wrenn lives. Whee,
but it looks as if Eben didn't know that Mrs. Wrenn is
in this town!"
For an instant the notion came into Tom's mind that he
should have followed Dobson to Cleveland.
"But that wouldn't be right,'' he told himself. "I'm

traveling on ipy employers' money, and I've got enough of
their business to keep me tied right here in Cincinnati for
·
the present."
At the hotel the boy paid his driver so well that tl~e latter
became talkative.
"You seemed mighty interested in that woman fare I
had to-night?" he hinted.
"Yes,'' Tom admitted."
"Know her?"
"Not as well as I'd like to."
"I've been thinking about her ever .since I took you for
a fare to-night," the driver went on.
"Do you know her?" queried Tom Stanley.
"That's just the point, boss. It seemed to me that I
ought to."
"Why?"
.
"Well, you know, old drivers like me often have a long
memory for the faces of their fares. A good -many years
ago I used to drive in Chicago. If I didn't drive her there
in Chicago, then it was her sister."
"What did you know about Mrs. Wrenn in Chicago?"
Tom asked, with an eagerness that it was hard to conceal.
"Nothing beyond her name, and the fact that I drove
her a few times. But her name wasn't Wrenn then."
"No."
"Seems to me it was Stacey."
"Stacey!" Tom lay awake long, thinking over the whole
affair that night.
CHAPTER IX.
THE STEADFASTNESS OF CRI'ME.

"Get that man to his room as quickly as you can I" said
the hotel physician, in a low, tense tone.
There was excitement in the hotel breakfast room.
One of the guests at a table in'.. a corner, a big, red-faced
Englishman, had been taken suddenly l.ll as he was finishing his breakfast.
. He was now so ill that he could not move himself.
Four hotel employes lifted the sick man, bearing him
swiftly from the room, the hotel physician following.
"What's the trouble?" Tom asked of his own waiter,
who had hastened over to the sick man's table, and who
now came back.
"Doctor thinks the man has been poisoned," replied the
waiter, in a low tone. "I wonder if anything wrong got
into that steak he was served with?"
"Why?"
"Well, he got the steak that was to have been served to
you."
/
"To me·? "
"Yes; you both ordered rare steaks. I was just going to
take that steak up for you, for I had ordered it for you.
But I turned and saw that you had left the dining-room.'t
"I went after a morning paper.''
"So I let another waiter have the steak for the Englishman."
Tom's face ,?uddenly looked queer and white.
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See here, waiter, are there any strangers working in instant some crook will succeed in his ambition to take your
the kitchen or near there? Or any stranger loafing around life."
·
there?"
He had told the police nothing about Mrs. Wrenn, and
about Eben Dobson.
little
"We put on a new man in the kitchen this morning-a
"Somewhere in that tangle," he murmured to himself,
man to do the meat broiling."
as he stood before his hotel, thinking, "there is something
"What does he look like?"
that concerns Dorothy. Now, I'm not going to mix her
The waiter described him.
"The man Dobson hired to do me up on the train!" quav- affairs up, if I can help it, in a police tangle."
"But if Dobson is again anxious to have me out of the
ered Tom to himself. "Dobson must have communicated
way, it isn't for business reasons,'' the boy mused on. "It
with him last night, after leaving here!"
isn't because I'm with a rival house. Dob wouldn't stoop
"What's wrong?" asked the waiter.
1
murder-woultln't dare to-for no better reason than
to
Stan"I'll bet I know that new man in your kitchen,'
that."
ley retorted, drily, white to the lips, nevertheless. "Get
So it must be something in connection with Mrs. Wrenn,
what's left of that steak, if you can. It was poisonedour hero decided.
and it was meant for me."
"And it's something blamed big and serious," Stanley
As for Tom, he raced down to the further end of the
concluded, after going over all he knew of the matter.
dining-room, the head waiter following in haste.
But the new kitchen helper, the broiler, had already "It must be something, too, that concerns Dorothy, for I
sha'n't soon forget how staggered the old man seemed when
disappeared.
"You needn't look for him to come back," grimaced I got mad and blurted out that Dorothy wasn't his daughyoung Stanley, after he had heard a further description ter."
But Tom presently decided that, if he tried to think the
of the fellow who had broiled the steak. "That fellow got
his job here on purpose so he could poison me. He failed, whole matter out on the small amount of information that
for another poor fellow got the dose that was meant for he now possessed, he would get only a headache for his
I
me."
reward.
to
information
furnish
"Hold on!" he grunted, with a sudden start. "Eben
and
once
at
go
to
have
"You'll
Dobson won't find Mrs. Wrenn in Cleveland. If he gets
the police, sir," suggested the head waiter.
"Yes; but not until I've seen how that unl~cky English- on her trail at all, that trail will bring him back here
from Cleveland. I wonder when the next train gets in
man is coming out," Tom retorted.
He found the number of the Englishman's room, and from that city?"
He ran into the commercial room of the hotel, found a
hurried up there, waiting quietly outside the door.
time~table and ran hastily over it.
After twenty minutes the hotel physician came out.
There was a train from Cleveland due in about half an
"My patient is going to do all right," he reported,
quietly. "That poisoner, like many of his kind, put in an hour.
"I'll see if Doh comes in," muttered the boy, rising.
over-dose. The over-dose saved my patient. He is going
it be better to hide, and shadow Doh, as he arrives,
"Would
right."
to pull through all
it be the wise thing to march right up to him
would
or
hero
our
what
to
interest
keen
in
The physician listened
and tackle him. The way he 'has been acting lately it
had to say.
"You'll have to report that to the police at once," sug- wouldn't take such a lot of bluff to smash his nerve down
gested the doctor. "Our hotel people will do the same. We altogether.
Tom set out for the depot, walking briskly.
must catch the scoundrel."
He had still more than ten minutes to spare by the time
But Tom begged off for ten minutes.
In that time he got old John Stacey over the telep}:ione that he reached the tracks for the incoming trains.
"I want to meet a friend, and I don't want to wait out
wire and told him of the meeting of the night before with
in the crowd," whispered the boy, edging up to the
here
Hoggins and his pal.
"It seems to me, sir," Tom added, "that I ought to put gate-tender's side and slipping a dollar-bill into the man's
hand.
the police on their trail at once."
By that kind of gentle persuasion he slipped past the
"Most surely you had," Mr. Stacey replied, heartily.
"And I will notify the police that I offer a reward of a gate, walking out along the platform beside the track.
Nor had he long to wait.
thousand dollars for the capture of Hoggins. Go ahead."
The train, on time, soon appeared at the head of the yard.
So Tom weqt with the hotel manager to the nearest police
A few others had succeeded in slipping past the gate,
officer.
Within ten minutes after that visit ended the police of but Tom, with his mind keenly on his own business, paid
little heed to them. ·
the city were searching for all three of Tom's enemies.
"If that train is bearing Dobson," throbbed the ooy,
"I hope they get 'em," Tom muttered to himself. "It's
mighty uncomfortable to wander about, not knowing what · "there may be some interesting developments soon." /
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He walked half way down the platform, followed by
some of the other people.
Passengers had already begun to crowd the steps of the
incoming train.
Tom looked at them, but did not discover Dobson among
•
them.
"He'll be one of the last off," murmured the boy.
The engine, rolling ponderously along, had now almost
reached the little group.
Its great wheels revolved grindingly, and rather fast,
considering how soon the stop must be made.
"Oh, look out! Don't!"
Tom heard that frantic scream in a woman's voice, but
he had no time to think what it meant.
He was seized from bihind, pitched headlong before the
locomotive.
CHAPTER X.
TRAPPED TIGHT

!

In the brief instant that Tom Stanley saw that huge
engine grinding down upon him it looked bigger than a
battle-ship and twice as destructive.
He landed on his hands, nearly across the track, his legs
up in the air for a brief instant.
Then the cow-catcher hit him.
Crunch! That was what it felt like.
But instead of being ground under the wheels, the engine all but stopped then under the engineer's guiding
hand.
Flop ! Tom landed 'past the track, a bit bruised, but with
nothing broken.
In a twinkling he was up.
Realizing that the big engine had stopped, he darted
across the track.
"Catch the fellow that did that!" he roared.
But there was little need to shout, for two or three bystanding men, after their first gasp of horror, started after
the criminal who had tried to kill the boy.
Carman, for it was he, was caught "6.t the gate and held
fast, despite his struggles.
In those struggles, however, he lost the black beard with
which he had concealed his face.
And now the passengers from the train were thronging
up, eager for a share in the excitement.
"Do you know this man?" demanded a policeman, who
had taken Carman away from his first captors.
"Sure I do," snorted Tom. "Take him to the Esperance Hotel, and show him to the kitchen folks. They'll tell
you that this fellow poisoned a steak there this morning,
and that some one else got it instead of me. He was hired
to kill me I"
"Esperance Hotel?" repeated the policeman, swiftly.
"Why, we've got a general alarm to look for this fellow."
"And you've got him now," clicked Tom. "Though
you' d have missed him in that false beard."
Then, wheeling, Tom let his eyes rove over the crowd that
was pressing up against him from the train platform.
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One man was there who shrank back, as if liighly eager
to escape notice.
· "Howdy, Mr. Dobson," called Tom, mockingly. "Do
you happen to recognize the prisoner?"
"Did you address me?" asked Eben Dobson, stiffly.
"Well, rather!'~ mocked Tom. "Is this man yours?"
"vV'hat do you mean?" quavered the old man.
"Do you know the prisoner?" demanded the cop, fastening his gaze on Tom's former boss.
"No!" quaked Dobson, promptly.
"Do you charge this man with having any connection
with the prisoner?" questioned the policeman, turning
around on our hero.
"I'd like to," quoth Tom, promptly. "I'd like to mightily, for I know that your prisoner was working for this
man, Dobson, who used to be my boss."
"Have you any proof that the prisoner served this man
Dobson in trying to kill you?" persisted the officer.
"That's just the trouble," Tom gritted. "Not a particle of prooL Only my own knowledge."
With that Eben Dobson regained confidence at the rate
of a mile ~:i. minute.
"This is all a scandalous lie!" he protested, hoarsely.
"I know nothing about your prisoner, officer."
"I suppose," mocked Tom, "that you haven't seen him
since you two traveled on the night express from New
York. Do you happen to remember, Dobson, the little
whispered talk you had before upper-four when you thought
my berth was upper-fourteen?"
Dobson started, quivering slightly,' but he retorted:
"I don't know what you're talking about, boy."
"Maybe you don't know me, either," flared Tom.
Eben Dobson hesitated for an instant.
Then, with an ugly flash of his eyes he rejoined:
"You used to work for me. Oh, yes, I know you-but
I don't know much good about you."
. "Saw off the game of talk and hang somebody!" jeered
a spectator in the crowd.
"I'm sure of this prisoner of mine," announced the officer. ''He's th e one I was told to look out for. So I'll take
him along. Now, young man, you don't want to ID!lke any
complaint against this party you call Dobson?"
" It wouldn't do any good," Tom answered. "l couldn' t
prove anything."
"You'll have. to come along with me as a witness," suggested the officer.
So Tom and Carman drove to a police station in the same
patrol wagon. But with this difference-that Tom soo·1
after left the station-house, while Carman did not.
"What fiends there are in this world!" grunted the boy,
as he started back to the hotel. "Hoggins and his pal
are not a bit better than Carman. When they're jugged,
too, maybe I can walk around the block with a feeling of
safety. Shall I go to the hotel where I saw old Dob last
night? But what's the use? I£ he's there now he wouldn't
have a word with me."
So Stanley journeyed back to his own hotel.
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There didn't seem to be much to do.
John Stacey had asked him to wait a few days on the
business matter, and so there was nothing doing in that
direction.
Our hero wrote a short letter to Brander & Son, his
· employers, after which he went up to his room, after hav·
ing discovered that the Englishman who had ea.ten the
poisoned steak was now out of danger.
Through a good part of the afternoon Tom· slept in his
room.
Toward evening he rose, took a bath, and then went down
to supper.
After that, time hung heavily.
At last, buying some reading matter, he went up_to his
room with it
He had not been seated more than ten minutes when
there came a ring on the private telephone in his room.
"That you, Mr. Stanley?" hailed a clerk's voice from
the office below. "Wait a moment."
Then another voice was switched on to the'wire.
"That Mr. Thomas Stanley?"
"Yes."
"At the Esperance Hotel?"
"Yes." ·
"I am talking for Mr. John Stacey."
"Oh! Good! Go ahead."
"M~. Stacey will see you th~s cvening.' 1
"But he told me yesterday that he wouldn't want to see
me for a few days."
"He has changed his mind, Mr. Stanley."
"I am glad of that," laughed Tom. "At what hour does
he want to see me?"
"As soon as you can come out this evening."
"All right."
"And say!"
"Well?" ·
"You've been having so much trouble lately that Mr.
Stacey asks you to come out in a cab. He thinks you'll be
. safer. In fact, Mr. Stacey insists that you use a cab. He'll
pay for it."
, "'All right. And thank Mr. Stacey for me, please.''
"Then you'll be out right away?"
"I'll start at once."
"Then I'll tell Mr. Stacey. Good-bye."
Two minutes later our hero left his room, went down·
stairs and throng~ the office.
To the driver on the box of a cab before the hotel en,,. trance our hero gave the millionaire manufacturer's address.
Then Tom leaned back in comfort on the cushions.
"This cab habit ain't a bad one," he murmured, luxuriously. lcr wish I could afford to keep one of my own."
By degrees they left the more crowded part of the town
behind.
At last the vehicle turned out on the avenue on which
Mr. Stacey lived.
.
"I wonder if he'll have the builder there to-night to talk

over matters?" wondered the boy. «Or does he want to
see me just for a little social chat?"
Suddenly the cab stopped.
Tom leaned forward, to see if they reached the Stacey
house.
Not" by considerable! The vehicle had stopped just
before those same vacant fields of tragic memory.
Then, before our hero could quite realize what had happened, one of the doors flew open.
The big, ugly, sinister face of Bill Hoggins loomed in
the doorway as the brute shot out his arms to grab the boy.
In the same instant the other cab door opened and the
driver pounced in.
"Help!" was all Tom had time to shout.
Even that cry was hushed in his mouth, for these scoundrels had a heavy grip on his throat.
"Now we'll see if ye'll git away this time!" jeered Bill
Hoggins, hoarsely.
CHAPTER XI;
THE LAST TRUMP

!

Slam ! Over the fence, into the field, went Tom, and
Hoggins landed on him, choking him.
Th~n the brute grabbed him up and bore him . swiftly
across the field through the darkness of the black night.
In the middle of the field Bill threw him down again,
keeping an oppressing hand at the boy's throat.
"Turned the poli,ce loose on me, did ye?" growled Bill.
"Wouldn't you, if anybody used you the same way?"
gurgled Tom.
He couldn't talk loudly, for the wary brute didn't allow
enough afr to pass down the boy's wind-pipe.
"Ye'll never give me any more trouble," retorted Hoggins, decisively. "Ye'll never get away again! Ye've
played yer last trick on Bill Hoggins. The only trick left
is the one that I'm going to play!"
; ,1
"You're going to kill me, eh?" Tom murmured, hoarsely.
"Surest thing that ever happened to any one."
1
"Then I'll be mighty sorry for one thing."
"Will, eh? What?"
"I'd like to be alive at the time you're led to the gallows,"
grimaced the boy. "I'd like to see just how much nerve
you'll have when they're fitting the noose around your
neck!"
"Stop that!" growled Bill Hoggins, hoarsely.
"Frightens you, does it?" jeered the boy.
"Never you mind!"
"Oh, you'll be more frightened still, when the hanging
time gets around. But don't take it too much to heart,
Hoggins. The strangling doesn't last more than twenty
minutes."
"You infernal, tormenting kid!" raged the brute.
"Say, Hoggins, do )'ou believe much in ghosts?"
"What are ye talkin' about?" demanded the brute,
thickly.
"If I'm killed, you'll soon know· all about ghosts.''
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Tom could feel, with inward glee, that the hand at his
throat was trembling.
"I don't know, Bill, but what I'm glad you're. up to this
game," went on the boy, hoarsely. "If it wasn't for this,
there might not be much chance of your being hung."
"Hung?" repeated the ex-foreman, adding an oath.
"Ye're so glad it may happen to me that I'll give ye a taste
of it now !"
Grip ! His big hand, becoming steadier, clutched at the
youngster's wind-pipe until Tom Stanley felt life rapidly
slipping a.way from him.
Then the pressure stopped, the boy g~sping and gulping,
unable to speak much above a whisper.
"I'm giving you a taste of what you're talkin' about,"
leered t he ex-foreman. .
"Having a cat-and-mouse time?" whispered the boy,
grimly.
''I'm waitin' for my pal that drove ye here," chuckled
Bill. "He's got to put his rig up somewhere. Ye'll have
another ride in that to-night- but ye won't know anything
a.bout it then!"
Was that driver Hank in disguise? Tom wondered.
But, no ! The two men were of different builds.
Evidently Hank had weakened from going further in
crime with Bill Hoggins.
"Here comes the pal," gloated Hoggins, suddenly. "He's
bringing the ciub, too, I see. I'm going to gag ye, and
then pound the life out of ye! It'll be as pleasant as the
hanging ye're figgering on having yer ghost see, won't it?"
jeered the big fellow.
"You think you're going to have fun with me?" whisperecl the boy, hoarsely. "But wa.it ! Wait! My ghost will
haunt you all the time! Hoggins, I'll haunt you until I
have the satisfaction of seeing you driven so crazy that
they'll put you in a straight-jacket. Your torment will last
a 'long time. Oh, wait!"
Bill leaned back/ shaking. He was fearfully superstitious, and Tom, having discovered that fact, was trading
on it.
"There's the great, white haunt of some one behind you
now- pointing a blazing finger at you!" gurgled Stanley,
pretending to show fright in his own eyes.
With a stifled yell;. Hoggins fell back and turned.
That instant was enough for desperate Tom Stanley.
He squirmed away, bounding to his feet all in a. second.
Straight across the field he dashed, running with all his
might.
Further down the field, not far away, was the driver. .
But 'Tom veered away from him at almost right angles.
"Stop him !" screamed the ex-foreman, himself pounding the ground hara.
Both pursuers were dangerously close as Tom neared the
fence.
,
Could he clear that barrier?
With an i~ward prayer Tom reached the fence.
Still praying, Tom took the jump.
On hands and knees he l~nded on the sidewalk beyond

.

as Bill azid his companion reached the other side of the
fence.
·
Up once more!
Tom was sprinting straight up the avenue, with but a
single thought.
Yet the sounds of pursuit showed him that his pursuers
did not mean to give up the chase.
Tom was heading for .J ohn Stacey's house.
He reached the stoop. As he wheeled and whirled up the
steps he saw that his pursuers were pearly two hundred feet
behind him.
·
The front door was locked-of course!
But Stanley did not even try that door until he had first
furiously jabbed at the electric button.
Now he turned to face his pursuers.
They were almost at the stoop, panting, but still strong
enough to make a desperate fight.
"Help! Murder !" yelled · Tom Stanley, at the top , of
his voice.
Then Bill Hoggins darted up the stoop!
"Take that!" roared Tom, reaching forward with one
fist.
Bill tried to parry', but there wasn't any blow to parry.
For, instead, Tom drew swiftly back, raising one foot
and planting it heavily on the brute's abdomen.
Bill groaned and went down.
His pal, with a curse, dragged I-foggins sheerly out of the
way, past sight from the doorway.
Then back came this pal.
He darted up the steps, more on his guard than Hoggins
had been.
Tom struck out, but it was no use.
In another instant he and the scoundrel were wrapped in
a close lock, struggling like fiends.
· Then the door flew open and John Stacey appeared there,
backed by two men servants.
"Help! help!" panted Tom. ·
Tom's assailant did not let go, but on the contrary
fought harder to drag the boy down the stoop.
"Jump in and stop that!" ordered Mr. Stacey, turning
to his men servants.
"Here, nof, with yez !''roared a newcomer on the scene.
A man in police uniform darted at the contestants, at
the same time waving back the Stacey servants.
"I'll take charge of these fighters !" roared the man in
blue. "Get back there !"
.
Tom Stanley felt the grip of fate tightening around him
as he heard that half-disguised voice and stared at the face
of the newcomer.
For that ''policeman" was Hoggins's pal, Hank, in some
stolen uniform !
CHA.P TER XII.
CONCLUSION.

'I'he policeman was tightly gripping Tom's late assailant
with one hand, and our hero with the other.
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"Mr. Stacey," ~ried Tom, piteously, " don't allow this
"Dobson has got on the trail of the same business that
outrage! This fellow isn't a policeman at all. He--'~
brought you here, Stanley," smiled Mr. Stacey, who was
"Shut up!" roared H ank, shaking the boy hard.
still somewhat pallid from the recent excitement.
"--is the pal of Hoggins," finished Tom, desperately.
"After the marble con tract ?" inquired our hero.
"Down on the sidewalk you'll find Hoggins himself, unless
"Yes," replied Mr. Stacey.
he has run away!"
" '1 hen, perhaps, I'd better go in another room, if you
"This must be explained!" cried Mr. Stacey, running gentlemen have business to talk over," hinted Tom.
down the steps.
"It is not necessary," replied Mr. Stacey, rather coldly.
"No explanation needed, sir," retorted Hank, crisply. " I doubt if Mr. Dobson expects to get the business away
"I'm an officer. Don't 'nterfere with me."
from Brander & Son."
"But what are you doing with that boy for a prisoner?"
"But why not, ~'tr. Stacey?" demanded the old r ogue, alinsisted Mr. Stacey.
most sharply. "Do the Brander people offer you any better
"I've got my orders from headquarters- that's all, sir," goods or terms than I can? Why should this boy carry
blurted Hank.
the order !!-way from an old veteran in marble like myself ?".
"He's no policeman, I tell you, Mr. Stacey," insisted the . "I've half agreed to give the order to Stanley's firm,"
,boy. "He is Hoggins's pal. They're trying to murder replied Mr. Stacey, coldly. "I was about to tell you that,
me-this crowd!"
· Mr. Dobson, when the doorbell rang so hard."
"Get back in the house th?re, all of you!" ordered Hank,
Dobson had at least one virtue in business. H e knew
briskly. "If you don't, there'll be some of you get hurt." when to quit. row he saw that there was no prospect wbatWrench ! Watching his chance in t hose desperate mo- ever of his landing an order with this millionaire manuments, Tom Stanley fairly tore himself out of Hank's facturer. .So he reached for his hat.
clutch.
"Just one minute, Mr. Dobson, if you please," broke
· He darted up the steps, behind the astonished men ser- in the boy. " I have a question that I want to ask."
vants.
" I don't want to hear it," retorted Stanley's former boss,
"Mr. Stacey," cried the boy, from the inside of the hall- testily.
way, "if that villain claims to be a policeman tell him
"Mr. Stacey," shot out our hero, " may I ask if you know
you'll telephone the station-house and see what the real anything about a woman who once went by the name of
police say."
Stacey, and who now calls herself Emma Wrenn ?"
One of the men servants raced into the. hallway.
Eben Dobson stifled a scream down into a snort.
A second later they could bear a telephone bell tinkling.
But he no longer seemed anxious to go.
"Give me police headquarters in a rush!" shouted the
"Stace)' ? Wrenn?" repeated the old millionaire, slowly.
servant.
" I don't know of any such person. Why do you ask?"
Two more men servants appeared at that moment.
"O.f course vou don' t know o.f any such person," grated
Hank hesitated for an instant.
in Eben Dobs~n, hoarsely. "Mr. Stacey, t his boy is one
Then, kicking Hoggins, he gruffed:
of the biggest liars that ever breathed."
"Git and hike !"
"Never mind that," Tom retorted, warmly. " I am inI
All three of the scoundrels put off in hot haste, "Police- terestcd in this woman I speak of, and in some ·way I have
man" Hank leading the way with a fine start.
gotten an idea that Mr. Stacey will be interested in her,
"Have you got police headquarters ?" cried Mr. Stacey, too."
hurrying into the hall. ·
"He won't !" interrupted Dobson, hoarsely.
"Here they are, sir."
"Mrs. Wrenn is in this town, Ur. Stacey," Tom went on.
"Shut that door, and all of you stay on guard," called "In fact, she's not far from here at this moment. Someback John Stacey, as he hurried to the 'phone.
how I've a notion that you ought to see her."
In a few terse, snappy sentences, the old millionaire inI ' In town? Near here?"
formed the real police what bad been taking place on his
The words came falteringly from Dobson's lips. His
stoop.
hat fell from his nerveless fingers. H e bent to the floor
Then he turned around to our hero.
to pick it up again.
, "My lad," the old man went on, calming down wonder"The fact that Mrs. Wrenn is right close at hand seems
fully quick, " come into the library with me."
to upset · our fri enc1," hinted T om, maliciously. "Mr.
They entered the library side by side.
Stacey, doesn't it seem rather plain that our friend, DobThere awaited another surprise for our hero.
son, would rather not have you listen to talk about Mrs.
A. man who had been seated there rose quickly from an Wrenn?"
arm-chair.
"It does look that way," admitted the old millionaire.
He fa ced the boy, gaspingly.
Tap ! tap ! sounded at the door.
"You-here-Eben Dobson?" panted the boy.
John Stacey opened to bis butler.
"Well, why shouldn't I be here?" blustered the old rogue.
" Two policemen are here, wishing to see you, sir," anTom turned to his host.
"
nounced the butler.
1
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"A~k them to wait a few minutes, J obnson."
"Yes, sir."
Now the old millionaire manufacturer wheeled around
upon Eben Dobson.
"Pobson, have you any explanation to offer me regardi•g
this Wrenn woman?"
"Not a word, Mr. Stacey."
"Don't you think, Mr. Stacey," broke in Tom, "that it
would be a · good. idea to .send for the woman? She would
come, I think, if you were to send her word. She might
be able to clear up something that seems to be in the wind."
"Where is she?" asked the old millionaire.
Tom gave the number on Foam Avenue.
"I think," a1mounced .l\Ir. Stacey, "that I'll call for my
carriage and drive down there."
"Don't you do such a foolish thing," protested Dobson,
trying to laugh. "This looks some like a trap or snare
against you, Mr. Stacey. You don't know the trickiness of
this boy as I do."
"Dobson, your very anxiety JilPt to have me meet this
Wrenn woman gives me all the stronger idea that I ought
to," commented Mr. Stacey.
"I'm going, then, Mr. Stacey, if I can't serve you with
my advice," suggested Dobson, again moving toward the
door.
But John Stacey leaped into the path of the rogue.
"My dear fellow," warned John Stacey, his voice ringing, "if you attempt to leave this house for the present
I'll turn you over to one of the .two policemen whom you
heard my butler say are waiting at the door."
"Turn me over to the police?" gasped Dobson, recoiling.
"What for ?"
"I'll take a chance on turning you over to the police, if
you try to leave this house before you receive my permission," warned the old millionaire, while Tom Stanley
stood looking on in breathless excitement over this scene
which he had stirred up. Dobson, I've been looking at you._
I think I know you l I only wonder that my eyes did not
discover one or two things sooner than they did. But
my eyes are growing old."
"I don't understand you at all," bluffed Dobson.
"Do you want to leave, knowing as you do that the attempt will result in · your falling into the hands of the
police?"
"No,'.' quaked the old rogue, sinking into the nearest
chair.
John Stacey again rang for his butler.
"Johnson, I'll speak to the policemen as I go out. I
want you to stay in the room here and keep your eyes on
Mr. Dobson. If he tries to leave, turn him over to the
police officers on my complaint."
"Very good, sir."
A footman ca.me to say that the carriage was at the door.
Mr. Stacey's footsteps could be heard passing down the
hallway.
Tom took to walking softly up ·and down the room. By
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and by the motion irritated the old rogue, who looked up
at him, snarling:
"You young scoundrel!"
"You called me that once before, Dob," smiled the boy,
halting and looking at his former employer. "But, somehow, you don' t look quite as ·jaunty and important as you
used to when you bullyragged your poor clerks in your
New York counting-room."
. "So you've been living just to try to get me into trouble,
have you?" snarled the old rogue.
"Perhaps I've been fighting back a bit in self-defense,
Dob. If you had kept out of my way you might never
have seen me again."
':"urning on his heel, Tom resumed his pacing of the room.
The minutes lagged, as they always do in times of suspense.
But at last the doorbell was heard ringing.
J ohn Stacey stepped in. On his arm was "Mrs. Emma
Wrenn," looking wonderfully happy.
"Oh, Tom Stanley, how much I owe to you t o-night!"
cri ed the old millionaire. "Your news has reunited me
with the wife I had believed to be dead."
A groan of terror came from Eben Dobson.
"You infernal scoundrel !" quivered John Stacey, leaving his wife and striding angrily over to Dobsoµ .
For an instant every one else present expected to see the
old millionaire strike the rogue.
But Mr. Stacey recovered himself with a great effort.
"The serpent that destroyed my happiness through the
best years of my life!" uttered Mr. Stacey. "You, Eben _
Dobson !"
Then, turning away from the wretch, and going back to
his wife, the old millionaire called the boy over to them.
"My dear, try to express your thanks to young Stanley,
who has been the sole means of bringing this happiness
about."
Mrs. Stacey tried to thank the boy, but her voice broke
down, though her eyes swam with the tears of happiness.
"You are wondering what it all means, Stanley," went
on the old millionaire. "The more you guess, the further
vou will be from the truth. It is a story of such infamy
~s I have never heard before. But you, who have done
so much for us, are entitled
to know.
I think I can tell you
•
I
briefly.
"A good many years ago I lived in Chicago. I was prospering fairly in those. days, and I had married a wife who
had at least a quarter of a million dollars in her own right.
"Our best friend-so we thought-in those days was a
man named Edward Stevens. That was the name Dobson
once went under. Iow many other names he has had in his
life I don't know-or care now.
"At one time when this fellow, Dobson or Stevens, happened to be at our home, my wife had prepared a tempting
dish for my luncheon. She had cooked it herself, and was
v~ry proud of it. One ru.·ticle that she wanted to flavor the
dish with she sent Dobson out to get ..
''I ate some of the food before they tried.it. I was taken
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Dobson told her that the clerk at the store
must have made some mistake in the flavoring. He told
her he woul~ get me to a hospital at once.
"He took me away to a private sanitarium, kept' by some
rascally doctor. Later in the afternoon he went to my wife
and told her that I had died. Then he obtained some of
the food, saying he would take it to a chemist. He soon
came back to my frantic wife, saying that the chemist had
reported arsenic as being in the food.
"Then, in a pretended fright, Dobson told my wife that
they would both be charged wit!\ poisoning me. The poor
girl was so afraid of courts that she collapsed. Dobson
cunningly persuaded her to leave Chicago with him. He
·
took her to a place of hiding.
"Later he told her that the police were searching everywhere for her, on· a charge of having poisoned me. He told
her of the large sums of money that would be needed in directing suspicion away from her. Bit by bit he forced her
to sign her entire fortune away to him.
"That doctor at the sanitarium must have been in Dobson's pay. He kept me a close patient. for weeks, and when
I was allowed to go my mind was so weak that Dobson took
me away for rest. After a while he told me of my wife's
death, and showed me a pretended certificate of that death.
"In despair I signed papers authorizing Dobson-Stevens he then. called himself-to dispose of my home and
business, as I never wanted to return to Chicago.
"So you can see how well this scoundrel has covered up
his tracks through these years. He tried to induce my wife
to go abroad to live, but that she utterly refused to do.
She settled in Cleveland, Dobson furnishing her with
money enough to barely live along.
"Some years ago my wife saw my name in the band of a
shirtwaist that she bought. It affected her strangely. She
wrote to Dobson, whose change of name she knew, of course.
He soon wired her from Cincinnati that the p~rty she mentioned was not her husband. Then he hastened on to
Cleveland, and assured her that I was not the same man
who had been her husband-in fact, could not be since I
had been dead more than sixteen years."
"And when our child was born," broke in Mrs. Wrenn,
falteringly, "he told me that she bad died. I believed him,
since he showed me the certificate of her death."
Tom. tore frantically at bis inner vest pocket. Then he
thrust a photograph of Dorothy before the startled woman.
As the woman stared at the pretty, girlish, pictured face,
. Tom's eyes scanned Mrs. Stacey's face.
The resemblance between Dorothy and Mrs. Stacey was
not to be denied.
"Oh, John," cried the woman, thrusting the card into
her husband's shaking hands, "this must be our child-the
daughter you never saw!"
"Is it?" thundered John Stacey, striding up to where
Eben Dodson cowered.
"Yes!" came the hoarse admission.
It seemed to three eager travelers as if the next morn-

ing's eastbound, lightning express would never reach New
York.
But it did, and the Staceys were reunited.
Eben Dobson came east on the same train, under the
watchful eyes of two private detectives.
Within forty-eight hours the rogue had been compelled
to restore, with 'interest for all those years, 'the fortune out
of which he had swindled Mrs. Stacey.
It took the last penny of the scoundrel's fortune, but
John Stacey relentlessly forced him to give up all.
"Such villains should never have money. They use it
only for harm," was Mr. Stacey's comment.
Then came the question of rewarding Tom Stanley.
Miss Dorothy's attitude made it necessary, also, to consider what a son-in-law named Stanley should do to take
his place in the world.
So the former business of Dobson & Company came over
into Tom Stanley's hands, and there was joy in one counting-room.
Tom merged the business with that of Bran,der & Son,
taking a partnership with that latter firm. He is still a
partner.
Dorothy, never having been named by her mother, still
retains the name of Dorothy-with the name of Stanley
added.
Mr. Stacey has retired from business, and has bought a
country home in Westchester, near New York.
Every Saturday night Tom Stanley, now at the top of
the heap"in hi~ line of business, takes his young wife up
to spend over Sunday with "the old folks."
With them often goes Tom's chum, Bob Ellert, now one
of the managers for Brander, Son & Stanley.
Eben Dobson, stripped of his ill-gotten fortune, soon
took to swindling, was caught at it, and is now in prison.
B'y one of Fate's strange pranks he is a convict ill the
same prison with Carman and with Hoggins and his two
pals. The last three were caught within a week after their
last attempt upon our hero's life.
It goes without saying that the Brander £rm got the
contract for supplying the marble for building Burdick
College.
(THE END.)
One of the strangest, jolliest stories you ever read will
be printed complete in Number 34 of. THE WIDE ·
AWAKE WEEKLY, out next week! It will appear under
the title, "A LEMON FOR HIS; OR, NAT'S CORNER
IN GOLD BRICKS.". That favorite author, Edward N.
Fox, wrote this strange, exciting and, in many spots,
•
hilarious narrative. Don't miss this winner I
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, J>UBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by return mail.
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155 Young Wild West's Gol d Game; or, Arletta'& Full Hand.
186 Young Wild West and the Comanche Queen; or, Arletta as au
156 Young Wild West's Cowboy Scrimmage; or, Cooking a Crowd of
Archer.
Crooks.
187 Young Wild West and the "Gold Ring"; or, The Flashy Five of
157 Young Wild West and the Arizona Athlete; or, The Duel that
Four Flush.
Lasted a Week.
188 Young Wild West's Double Rescue; or, Arietta's Race With
158 Yo~~fi·e~ild West and the Kansas Cowboys; or, Arietta·s Clean 189 Yo~~~t~lld West and the Texas Rangers; or, Crooked Work on
159 Young Wild West Doublmg His Luck; or, 'l'he Mine that Made a
the Rio Grande.
Mil) ion.
,
190 Young Wild West's Branding Bee; or, Arietta and the Cow
160 Young Wild West and the Loop of Death; or, Arietta's Gold
YoPuunngchWer
.8 ·d
cache.
191
11
West and His Partner's Pile, and How Arietta
161 Young Wild West at Boiling Butte; or, Hop Wah and the HighSaved It.
binders.
193 Young Wild West's Buckhorn Bowie, and How It Saved His
162 Young Wild West Paying the . Pawnees; or, Arietta Held for
Partners.
Ransom.
194 Young Wild West in the Haunted Hills; or, Arletta and the Aztec
163 Young Wild West's Shooting Match ; or, The "Show-Down" at
Arrow.
Shasta.
195 Young Wild West' s Cowboy Dance; or, Arletta's Annoying Ad164 Young Wild West at Death Divide; or, Arietta's Great Fight.
mirer.
165 Young Wild West and the Scarlet Seven; or, Arletta·s Daring 106 Young Wild West's · Double Shot; or, Cheyenne Charlie's Life
Leap.
_
Line.
166 Young Wild West's Mirror Shot; or, Rattlln~ the Renegades.
197 Young Wild West at Gold Gorge; or, Arletta and the Drop of
167 Young Wild West and the Greaser Gang; or. Arietta as a Spy.
Death.
168 Young Wild West losing a Million ; or, How Arietta Helped Him 198 Young Wild West and the Gulf Gang; or, Arletta's Three Shots.
Out.
199 Young Wild West's Treasure 'l'rove; or, The Wonderful Luck ot
169 Young Wild West and the Railroad Robbers; or, Lively Work In
the Girls.
Utah .
200 Young Wild· West's Leap in the Dark;· or, Arietta and the Under170 Young Wild West Corrallng the Cow-Punchers; or, Arietta'& Swim
ground Stream.
171 y0f;}~g Wi~d Wes.t "Facing the Music"; or, The Mistake the Lynch- 201 Young Wild West and the Silver Queen; or, The Fate or the
ers Made.
Mystic Ten.
172 Younb Wild West and "Montana Mose"; or, Arietta's Messenger 202 Yo8~Fd.Wild West Striking it Rich; or, Arietta and the Cave of
of eath.
Th Sh th
S
203 Young Wild West's Relay Race; or, The Fight at Fort
173 Young Wild West at Grizzly Gulch; or,
e
ot at aved the 204 Young Wild West and the "Crooked Cowboys"; or, Arletta Feather.
and the
Camp.
Cattle Stampede.
,
174 Young Wild West on the Warpath; or, Arietta Among the Ara- 205 Young Wild West at Sizzling Fork; or, 'A Hot Time With tile
pahoe!.
J
c
J
175 Young Wild West and "Nebraska Nick.,; or, The Cattle Thieves
!aim umpers.
ot the Platte.
206 Young Wild West and "Big Buft'alo" ; or, Arietta at the Stake.
176 Young Wild West and the Magic Mine; or, How Arietta Solved&. 207 Young Wild West Raiding the Raiders; or, The Vengeance of the
Mystery.
Vlgilants.
177 Young Wild West as a Cavalry Scout; or, Saving the Settlers.
208 Young Wild West's Royal Flush; or, Arietta and the Gamblers.
178 Young Wild West Beatin?, the Bandits; or, Arietta's Best Shot. 2 09 Young Wild West and the Prairie Pirates; or, The Fight for the Box
179 Young Wild West and 'Crazy Hawk"; or, The Redskins' Last
of Gold.
Raid.
21 O Young Wild West Daring Death: or, How the Sorrel Saved Arietta.
180 Young Wild West Chasing the Cowboys; or, Arletta the Lariat 211 Yonng Wild West Corraling the Comanches;
or, Arietta and the Silver
Queen.
'l'omahawk.
181 Young Wild West and the TreacherouR Trapper; or, Lost in the Great 212 Young Wild West at Spangle Springe: or, The Toughest Town in Texas.
North Woode.
213 Young Wild W est and the Renegade Ranchman; or, Arietta in a Trap.
182 Young Wild West's Dash to Deadwood; or, Arletta and tbe 21 ( Yonng Wild West's Gold Duet Drift: or, Losing a Cool Million.
Kidnappers.
215 Young Wild West and the Overland Outlaws; or, Arietta'e Death
183 Young Wild West's Silver Scoop; or, Cleaning Up a Hundred
Charm.
Thousand.
216 Young Wild West and the Ace of Clubs; or, A Hurri.an Pack of Cards.
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These. Books Tell

You· Everything I"

A COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
.
Each b~ok oonsists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type aid neatly bound in an attractive, illustrated cover.
Most of the books are a lso profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that any
child. can thoroughly understand them. Look over the list as classified and ~ if you want to know anything about the subjec\I
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM '!'HIS OFFICE ON RECEIP·r OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, Oit ANY 'l'HREE BOOKS FOR 'l'WENTY-FIVE
CENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THEl SAME AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
N<?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CA.RDS.- Elm·
MESMERISM.
' No. 81. HOW 'J..'0 MESMERIZE.-Coni:aining the most ap- bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic heal..!.w:. By Prof. Leo
Containi?~
deceptive
Card
Tricks
as
performed
by
leading
conjurers
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypmmze," etc.
and magicians. Arruged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ?· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
aud the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
our leading magicians; eve1·y boy should obtain a copy of this book,
HYPNOTISM.
as it will both amuse and instruct.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and inNo . 22· HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explamed bJ'. his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
explaining the most approved methods whi ch are employed by the the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
boy 0~ the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
authentic explanation of second sight.
SPORTING.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO H UNT AND FISH.-Tbe most complete gran~est assort~eut ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It coutaius full iu- pubhc. Also tl'lcks with cards. incantations, etc.
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping aud fishing,
No. 68. HOW 'l'O DO CHEMICAL 'l'lUCKS.-Containing o~r
together with descriptions of game and fish.
one humfred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
No. 2G. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
Illustra ted. Every boy should know bow to row wd sail a boat.
No. 69. HOW 'l'O DO SLEIGH'!' OF HAND.-Containing over
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also oontainstructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
m~the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . ' o._ 70. HOW '.1'0 .l\f~KE l\IAGIC ~'OYS.-Containing fu11
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most usefu l horses directions for makmg ll!ag1c Toys and devices of many kinds By
for business, the bes t horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. .Anderson. Fully illusti-ated.
'
oiseases pect1liar to the horse.
No. 73 .. HOW: TO 1?0 TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
1
No. 18. HOW TO BUILD AND SA.IL CANOES.-A bandy many curious tric~s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7_5. HO\"f TO ~ECQME A CONJUROR. - Containing
B y C. Stansfield Hicks.
tn.cks ~itJ:i Domm?s• Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. B y A. Anderson. ·
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. ~qw 'l'O DO 'l'HE .BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORA.CULUM AND DREAM BOOK.plete descl'lpt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together wi th charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
ME
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
CH AN ICAL.
from the li ttle child to the aged man and woman. '!'his little book
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME - AN INVElNTOR.-Every boy
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, togethe r with lucky should ~now how inv~n tions -Originated. This book explains them
a nd unlucky J ays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
all, givi~g example~ Ill electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mecha111cs, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5?. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Con,taining full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little ll!-structions h~w t? proceed 111 ?rder to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. T ell you r own fortune. Tell gi?eer; also dll"~cti.ons for buildi.ng a model locomotive ; together
the fortune of your friends.
, with a full d esc rip~10n of everythmg an engineer should know.
No. 7l'l. HOW 'l'O TELL FORTUNES BY THID HAND.. No._ 57. HOW 'IO MAKE _MU~if~AL .IN STRU~ENTS.-Full
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, d1rect1ons how to mak~ a B31nJo, Violm, Zither', 1Eoh3111 Harp, Xyloor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events ph~ne. and other musical mst~umei;its; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. 3cription. of nearly every .musical mstrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely •llustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
No. 6. ROW 'l'O BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTElRN.-Containing
struction for the use of dumb bells, I ndian clu bs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
hori zonta l bars and vv.rious other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
henlchy mu scle ; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustratech By John Allen.
become st rong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRIOKS.-Containing
in this little boo k.complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical T r icks.
No. JO. HOW TO IlOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illusti\i.tions of guards, blows, a:ud the dilferLET TER W RITI N G.
ent positi ons of a f;O od boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.- A most com·
these usefu l an d instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instru ctor.
No. 25. HOW 'l'O BECOME A. GYl\INAST.-Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.- Giving
inst ru ctions for all kir:cls of gymnastic sports am! athletic exercises.
J!.;m\,t·:i.cing thi rt y-five illustmtions. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also
letters of introduction, notes and requests. ·
A hanJy anJ usefu l book.
No. 24. HOW XO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadswo::-d; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described vri th twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE f,E"CTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS .
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNl>. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. F.lvery young man and e~ry young
explanations of the general principles of s leight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks: of card tricks with ordinary ca rds, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.- Con1leight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject·
lllM'Cially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustr ated.
also rnles for punctuation a nd composition, with specimen letters'.

THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minst rels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER · Contai:iing a varied asso;tn;ient of 8tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse. ment and amateur shows.
.
. No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKE BQOK.:--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould ob tam this ~ook, as it contains full instructions for or1amzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke J:iooks ever publishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contaws a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No.. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete mstruct10ns .how to m11;ke ur for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties o the Stage Manager Prompter
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N?. 80. GUS WII,LIAll:IS' JOKE BOOK. -Cont'a.ining the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the autho~.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fou~
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.II the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mOlt
simple and conc1s.:i manner possible.
.,,
No. 49. _HOW TO DEB.A.'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting d..
bates, outlines for ·debate1, questions for discussion, and the ben
sources for procuring infotmation on .the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation arl
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
haLdkerchief, fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which le
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ
without one.
·
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partiel,
how to dres1!, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and intl!resting things not gen•
erally known.
No. 17. HOW •.ro DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW '.rO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. -One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP ~ WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know bow to become beautiful, both male and
full mstructions for constructmg a wmdow garden either in town female. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
fl owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the -most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats · containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, ancl a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular· canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
cooks.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
No. 37. HOW TO KBEP HOUSE.-It contains information for RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illuseverybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to trated. By Ira Drofraw.
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments
No. 40 .. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.• on how to cateh mol es, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
ELECTRICAL.
K eene.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKEl AND USffi ELECTRICITY.-A deNo. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\:IALS.-A
scription of the worn.!el'ful uses of electricity and.electrn magnetism; valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin&
together with foll instructions for making Electric Tovs, Batteries, and preserving birds, animals and ihsects.
t
B G
T b I A
D
,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
e c.
Y eorge re e • · M., M.
• Containing o·ver fifty ii- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keep1'ng,
lustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
tain ing fnll Jirections for making electrical machines, induction instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. illustrations, making it the most complete book pf the kind ever
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully Illustrated.
published.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Contaioing a
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST,_..A useful and in·
together with illustrntions. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, .colored fires, and gas balloons. Thl1
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harrv book cannot be equaled.
Kenned~·. , The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete band-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making.all kinds of candy, ice-crea~.... syrup~essences. etc~ etc. .
tudes every night wi th his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW 'l'O BECOME A1Y AUTHOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himsel f and fri ends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
, greatest book ~ver published. and there's million!!.L(of fun) in h.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to th~ neatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. -By Prince '
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
. ·
for parlor or drawing-i;oom entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A w<iii•
money than anv book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of .ordinary diseases and ailments common to every,
book, containing the rules and r1'lgulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com•
plaints.
_
.
•
backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-CoU·
No. 36. HOW •.ro SOLVE CONUNDRUl\IS.- Containing all
the leading conund rums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable ·information regarding the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY f1'\.RDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and fr... 'irections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, R~ ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker,' and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure• •
Au ction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
/
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.- Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A iog useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
ETIQUETTE. .
Ili~~~~arencies. Handsomely illustrated. By <:Japtain w. Dew.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF 'UTIQUETTE.-It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containlng the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, 'church, and
in the drawing-room.
·

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of ' Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and a ll a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA.VAL <'.lADET.-Complete in·
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historil!al sketch, and everything a boJ!
-Containing the most popular selections In use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com.:
dialect, French di,a lect, rankee and . ~rish dialect pieces, togeth!!r piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become
with many standard readmgs.
West Point Military Cadet."

e

PRICE 10 CENTS- EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY9 Publisher, 24: Union Square, New York.

Fame and ·Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

•• ••

Handsome Colored Covers

A new one issued every Friday

Price 5 cents a copy

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which ma kes "Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each number
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists, and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY l'U1lLISHED.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Born to Good Lu ck : or, The Boy Who Su c~eeded.
A Corner In Corn ; or , How a Ch icago Boy Did the Trick.
A Game of Chance: or, Th e Boy Who Won Out.
Hard t o Bea t; or , The Cleverest Boy In Wall Street.
Bulldlng a Rallroad : or , The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
Winning His Way ; or, The Youngest Editor lo Green River.
The Wheel of Fort une ; or, The Record of a Self-Made Boy.
Nip and Tuck ; or, Th e Young Brokers of W a ll Street.
10 A Copper Har v~ st ; or. The Roy s Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky P enny ; or, The l•'or t unes of a Bos ton Boy.
12 A Diamond in th e Rough: or, A Brave Boy' s Start In Life.
13 Baiting th e Bears : or, Th e Nerv iest Boy In Wall Street.
14 A Gold Bri ck ; or, The Boy Vl' bo Could Not be Down ed.
15 A Streak of Lu ck ; or, Th e Boy Who l!'ea t bered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing; or, T he Boy Who l\Ia de a 1rortune.
17 King of the l\larke t ; or, '!'be You ng 'l'rader In Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Th ousan d.
19 A Rise lo Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of l\Ioney : or, A Bright Boy In Wa ll St reet.
21 All to the Good ; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got '.rbere : or, 'l'he P luckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, Th e Boy Who Go t Ri eb .
24 Pushing It Th rough ; or, 'l'he F ate of a t .ucky Boy.
25 A Born Specul ator ; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 'l'he Way to Success ; or, 'l'be Roy Who Got 'l'here.
27 Struck Oil ; or. The Roy W'bo llfade a Million.
28 A Golden Risk ; or, Th e Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner ; or, The Roy " ' ho Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece ; or, The Boy Brokers of n ·a11 St reet.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, Th e Boy Trea su re Ilun tcrs of Cocos Island.
32 Adrift on the World ; or, Working Hi s Way to lcortune.

33
34
35
86
37
38
39
40

Play ing to Win ; or, The Foxiest Boy In Wall Street.
Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
A Young Monte Cristo ; or, The Richest Boy in the World.
Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
Beating th e Brokers; or, '!'he Boy Who " Couldn't be Done."
A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
~ever Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
Almost a Man; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
41 Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy In Wall Street
42 The Chance of His Life; or, '!'he Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Fortune; or, From Bell-Boy to Mllllonaire.
44 Out tor Business; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking It Rich In Wall Street
46 Through Thick and Thin ; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
·
48 Always on Deck ; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint of Money; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame; or... From Office Boy to Senator.
.
51 On the Square ; or, The ~ucce ss ot an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune ; or, The Pluckiest Boy In the Weat.
53 Winning the Dollars ; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost In the Andes : or, The Treasure of the Burled City.
57 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Ta king Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Ca reer of a. Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasin~ Pointers; or, The Lucki est Boy in W all Street.
61 Rislng_m the V.' orld; or, From Factory Boy to Manager.
62 l<'rom Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor B 0y'e Chance.
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Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World
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This handsome weekly contains intensely
interesting stories of adventure on a great
variety of subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situations and lively
incidents. The heroes are bright, manly
fellows, who overcome all obstacles by
sheer force of brains and grit and win
well-merited success. We have secured a
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staff · of new authors, who write these
stories in a manner which will be a source
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